PREFACE
It is well-known that after the terrible destruction and devasullion during the Second World War, the United Nations Organization was established 10 "save Ihe succeeding generations from
the scourge of war". Por the first lime, an inlcrnalional organiza-

lion was given adequate power to determine and mc<:t any "threat
to the peace, breach of the peace or an act of aggressron". Unlike
the League of Nations, it was O,e organization and not individual
members which was authorised to decide, organize and take
action in case of a threat to the peace or breach of peace. Out'United Nations could take action only if the live big Powers,
which hac,! collectively defeated the Axis Powers and had become pennanent members of the Security Council, fhe executive
organ of the United Nations, agreed and concurred in the decision of the organization. Unfortunately, that was not to be. Ever
since the eSlablishment of the United Nations, and even before,
Ihe world had been deeply divided on ideological grounds into
two power groups headed by O,e United States and the Soviet
Union respectjvely, with bitter cold war among them and each
trying to win friends and influence peoples. In this tension-ridden
situation, Ihe big Power unanimity proved 10 be a myth. In the
chilling atmosphere of the cold war, the work 01' the Security
Council came 10 be frozen. WiO, the persistent use and abuse of
veto, not only did the functioning of Security Council cOlne to a
standstill, but its authority as well as prestige started declining.
It was only in 1990 thaI, with the collapse of communis,,; and
the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Ole cold war subsided and
the Security Council could be revived again. Since the Soviet
veto was no longer a problem in the new unipolar world, the
Security Council could take effective action to determine and
meet any threat or breach of the peace. The cruel, sudden.
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I
unwarranled and illegal anack by Iraq on Kuwait on 2 August
I<)<)0, was the first such serious breach of the peace lhat occurrcd
aner thc end of Ihe cold war and required immediate response
and action hy the Security Council. Although the executive organ
of the United Nations, unobstrucled by the Soviet veto and
unhindered by any other Power, did respond and sought to lake
several actions under the UN Chaner againsl Iraq for the vacation of the laner's aggression and occupalion of Kuwait, the
ade4llacy, wisdom :lI1d tegality of its actions have not been freet
from cOl1lroversy. II is this conlroversial role of the Security
Council in the Gulf crisis. its omissions and comnlissions, and
their conSequences for the future, which arc sought 10 be discussed in this paper which was originally prepared for lhe Indian
SocielY of Inlernational Law.
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NAKED AGGRESSION

Iraq Attacks Kuwait

Impelled by greed and determined to extend Iraq's
narrow 29 km. coastline in which he felt terribly constrained,'
when President Saddam Hnssaln snddenly allacked his liny
bnt immcnsely rich neighbour Kuwait al all ungodly hour
of :l n.m. on August 2, I()90, the whole world was
Ihuncl"rslruck. As Iraq, with the fuurlh largest well-equipped
land force in Ihe world, with a lung baltle experience in
trau-Iraq war, occupied rich Kuwail under the pretext of
helping a group of revolulionaries which it alleged had
overthrown the Kuwaiti Government, Ihe small and
insignificanl Kuwaili defences were overwhelmed. The Amir
or Ruler of Kuwait whose family is said to have ruled
Kuwait for almost 250 years had no choice but to Oee to
Saudi Arabia.
Long-standing border dispute between Iraq and
Kuwait

It is true tl,al the border dispute between Kuwail and
Iraq had been going on for a long lime, even before ti,e
emergence of Kuwait as an independent stale inJune 1961.
Iraq had not only challenged the Kuwait-Iraq border drawn
by Ihe Tlrllish as II,C Paramounl Power over both Iraq and
Kuwail un the basis of all Ang]o-Ollonlan ConvenUon of
I!J13, but eveu qneslioned Ihe indppcndencc of Kuwait as
'Ul Indt'pcnclent country. Iraq claiming 10 ue Ihe successor
Slale of Ihe Olloman Empire, declared Kuwall to be a P31t
of Iraq. Iraq's claims were SIJ'ongly refuted not only by
Kuwail bUI by olher Arab counlries and Greal Britain.
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Brillsh and later Arab forces wen' slalloned In Kuwait for its
protectioll in 196 I. On 21 July IllG I Knwait was admilled to
the League of Arab States and on I'~ May 19(;3 to the
United Nations.' Although Iraq was left with no alternative
now except to recognize Knwait as al1 independent State, it
continued to make eITorts to modify tl1e border in its favour.
Iraq was particularly interested in extending its shoreline
and wanted Kuwait to cede Or lease its Warbah aJ1d BUbiyan
islands to Iraq. But Kuwait refnted Iraq's claims and the
situation remained tense until the outbreak of Iraq-[ran war
in 1980. The war provided an opportunity when, forgetting
their past bilateral problems, [raq aJ1d Kuwait reached an
understanding to confront and contain Iran. Under the
banner of Arab nationalism and solidarity, Kuwait oITered
substantial ftnaJ1cial, political and logistic support to Iraq
during its protracted war with IraJ1. Though Iraq desisted
from raising the border issue with Kuwait so long as the
[ran-Iraq war continued, as soon as cease-fire agreement
was slgn"d Iwlwepn I he two belligerents in 1988, Iraq raked
up tlle dispule again alld evell nexed its military muscle in
Oclobc'r IlJHH. Iraqi units penelrated almust :.10 kilometers
inside the Kuwaiti territory. but Ihe slluation was "etrieved
and the Iraqi troops were withdrawn.'
Struggling to overcome a criUcal econumic situation
because of his long, protracted and expensive Wal' with [raJ1,
confronted by disgruntled [raqi people distllusioned by the
assumed "victory" over Iran which did not yield any gain
for their country,' and faced with a potential tl1feat from
alienated but strong minority communities of Kurds and
Shi'is, President Sadd;un Hussain had on his hands a domestic
situation as intense as a VO!cal10 ready to burst. He desperately
needed some cause to divert the attention of the extremely
dissatisfied IraqiS to prove tlmt, under his leadership, [raq
could regain its lost glory. He picked up Kuwait to get out of
his quandary. As a prelude to tl1e present crisis, on 16 July
1990, Iraq's Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz delivered a letter to
the Arab League Secretariat in Tunis charging Kuwait and
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the United Arab Emirates with "direct aggreSSion" against
Iraq launched by economic means. He accused Kuwait aJ1d
the UAE of deliberately engineering a lower price for oil in
order to damage the [raqi economy. Both tl1ese countries, it
was pOinted out, exceeded by 25 per cent of the oil
production limits set by OPEC (Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries) driving down tl1e price of crude which
cost Iraq US $14,1 KXl million In lost revenue. Relying on
l)!)% of Its exports revenne, Iraq claimed that every US $1
drop in the price of a barrel of oil cost II US $1 billion a year.
Kuwait was also accused of 'slealinl:\' oil worth $ 2.4 billion
frum the Rumalila oil field which exlended 3.2 kilometers
into Kuwait. Iraq, therefore. demanded economic
compensation from Kuwait to the tune of US $12 billion.
Kuwait responded to Iraq's charges by calling for Arab
League arbitration on the border dispute and even oITered
to pay US $1 billion as compensation 10 Iraq. but refused to
write oIT the war-time debt. As Kuwait's representatives
were diligently trying to explain their position to diITerent
Arab leaders and consultations were going on in various
Arab capitals, Iraq moved a large number of tanks and
nearly 100,000 troops to the Kuwait border. Nervously
Kuwait mobilized whatever forces it had and Saudi Arabia
alerted its forces in its northern and eastern provinces. On
31 July Iraq and Kuwait agreed to begin negotiations on
oilfields along tl1e border. But talks collapsed the next day
as Kuwait refused to h";ve in to the Iraqi demands for money
and territory and Iraq was del ermined to see that Kuwait
capilttlales, or lhe

l1f'goUali{ln~

break down. 5 Al exactly 2

a.llI. the n("xl. morning llK),()(KI Iraqi soldiers massed near
the border - a forcp nearly JlVl' timps as great as the entire
Kuwaiti army - rolled unchallelll:\ed down tlle superhil:\hway
Kuwail. had built to link l.he two counlries as a token of
friendship with Iraq. AltllOUgh there was some token
resistance by Kuwaiti army, within 12 hours Kuwait's guns
had been silenced and Kuwait had been occupied.'

!i
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United Natiuns Qlld Ihe Gulf en·sis

u.s. Steps in to help Saudi Arabia and Kuwait
Anticipating Iraq's imminent atlack on Kuwait., Saudi
Arabia was getting scared and desperately sought the help
from the United States and other Western Powers as well as
ils Arab neighbours to protect ils borders and preserve ils
territorial integrity. The response of the United States was
not unprediClable. Oil supply from the Cull' has always
been central to vital American interesls. This strategic
consideration underlined the various security pacls inspired
by the US within the reboion: Baghdad Pact, CENTO,
Eisenhower Doctrine, Carter Doctrine and the Slrateboic
consensus of President Reagan.' All I hese policy IniUatives
centered on oil. Since the seventies, the United States was
determined to conlrol the (jull' oil. Following the Arab
decision to use oil as a political weapon in october 1913
war, USA had warned these States uf mililary action if
efforls were made to cut Or interrupt oil source of lhe
induslrialized countries. In the 1980s, after the downfall of
the Shah of Iran, the United States developed the RDFf
CENTCOM slrategy to conlrol that oil. Whatever might
have been stated as ihe reason for this slrategy, viz., protection
of oil fields from Soviet Union, the real purpose was to
occupy those oil fields against all threals. Saudi Arabia had
given full cooperation to the United Slates in putting tl1is
slrategy into operation by investing billions of dollars in
creating the necessary infrastructure and by stockpiling
arn1S and ammunition necessary to enable tl1e USA to
implement tl1at strategy'
As tl1e crisis was brewing np, on 18July 1990, tl1e US
State Deparlrnent Illade it clear that the US policy in lhe
Persian (julf was "to ensure free now uf oil through the
Slrait of HOrlnu,. and defend the principle of freedom uf
navigation"". Deeply concerned about serious threat to ils
inlerests, un 2 August I!)HO, the United States condemned
iraq's invasion of Kuwait as "Ilakpd agb'l"ession", froze iraqi
and Kuwaiti assets in tl1e United States and sent additional
warships to the Culf. Britain also froze Kuwaiti assels in tl1e
United Kingdom worth billions of dollars.

II
SECURITY COUNCIL ACTS
Security Council Seized of the Matter

Within a few hours after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.,
the United Slates called for an emergency meeting of the
UN Security Council. Although it was not the first time tlut
lhe United Nations Security Council was faced wilh an
aggression or had to deal with invading forces openly
violating ils Charter, it was the first lime that one UN
Member had openlly attacked and sought to forcibly annex
the entire territory of another Member Slate. It was also lhe
first crisis that tl1e UN was faced with since tl1e demise of lhe
Soviet Union, ils break up into 17 independent Slates, and
tl1e end of lhe bipolar world. The Cold War, which had for
nearly 45 years frozen the Security Council into inaction
llnd Inane it rnercly all arena of Cold War struggles, was
beginning to f"de and the must powerful organ of 111e
Unll"d Natluns had the potpntial tu become active and
eITectiv(, again, as envisaged by 1he framers of the UN
Charter. Although Russia load sncct!eded the Soviet Union
as a permanent member of the Security Council without
any question and without even a discussion, new Russia,
torn and divided within ils borders, was no longer a rival of
lhe United Slates or the Western Powers, but was becoming
their client, seeking lheir friendship and needing their help.
The new United Nations had only one Super Power to
throw ils weight around with unchallenged authority and
unquestioned power and influence.
Under the guidance of this colossus among Slates
Members oflhe United Nations,the Security Council passed
Resolution 660 drafted by tl,e American diplomals on 2
August 1990 by 14 voles to 0 (will1 Yemen, the only Arab
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member, abstaining)" condemning the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait. Expressly "acting under Articles 39 and 40 of the
Charter" (of Chapter VII), the resolution demanded the
immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi forces. It
also called upon Iraq and Kuwait "to begin immediately
intensive negotiations" to resolve their differences. Although
there was hardly lefi anything for Kuwall, already under
occupation, to negoliate, It welcomed the resolution and
urged the Security Council to impose sanctions against Iraq
if II refused to withdraw."

Security Council considers Illat such measures as provided
in Article 41 would be inadequate or have proved to be

Constitutional frarneworl< of the United Nations
Security Council

This, in brief, is the conslilutional framework within
whicb the Security Council can take action under Chapter
VII, as it did willI respect to Il,e breach of peace which
occurred on August 2, 1990. Afier determining under Article
39 Il,at breach of peace had occurred, and Ilms opening the
door of Chapter VII, Il,e Security Council demanded under
Article 40 Il,e immediate wlllldrawal of Iraq from Kuwait
and, as provisional measures called up the two countries to
begin negotiations Immediately. As Iraq rejected the Security
Council resolution as "iniquitous and unjust" and continued
to strengihen its hold over Kuwait, four days later Il,e
Secnrity Council, "deeply concerned" that Iraq had failed to
implcment Resolulion (iliO, dcclded to Impose a
COlllpr('hensive packa.ge of ecolloluic sanctions. By
Resolulion GGI adopted on (i Angnst I!)'JO, by 13 votes to 0
with two abstentions (Cuba and Yemen), Il,e Council
imposed world-wide oil embargo and comprehensive
sanctions banning economic and l1nancial dealings with
Iraq and Kuwait and prohiblled imports from and exports
to Il,e two oil-rich Gulf countries, especially the supply of
military equipment and weapons. But it provided for
exemptions from sanctions foodstuffs and medical supplies
under "humanitarian circumstances", The States were also
called upon not to prohibit assislance to the legitimate
government of Kuwait, to protect assets of that government,

It is important to remember 111 at Il,e Charter of the
United Nations, built on Il,e experience and lessons of Il,e
League of Nations period," provided In Chapter VIl more
elaborate and centralized system of collective sanctions
against Illreats to the peace, breaches of Il,e peace, and acts
of aggression. In order to be able to take measures under
Chapter VlI, in order to "open Il,e door" as it were to
decide on the use of sanctions, the Security Council must
determine whether there is a Il,reat to the peace, the breach
of peace, or an act of aggression. Once Il,e Security Council
has made such a determination and used one of Il,e three
keys provided in Article 39 to open the door to Chapter
VII, then it has Il,e competence first to call upon the parties
to comply with certain provisional measures as it deems
necessary 01" desirable unner Article 40. Secondly, it can
tnake cerlain reculllinendatiuns for the conciliation Or
seUlement of the dispute under Article ::If). Thirdly, it can
decide on Il,e employment of measnres not involving Il,e
use of armed forces, like complet,· or partial interruption of
economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic,
radio and olller means of communications, and the severance
of diplomatic relations under Article 41. And fourthly, if the

inadequate. iI can COlnnlence measures involving Ihe use of

armed forcl·. The Security Conncil, of course, has the
freedol1l 10 mix and match any of these measures under
Chapter VII according to Il,e circumstances of the case. All
members ofllle Uoited Nations are bound under Article 25
to accept and carry out Il,e decisions of Il,e Security Council.
Security Council Acts
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while not recognizing any rel:,'ime set up by the occupying
Power. The resolution also set up a Sanctions CommiUee
consisting of all members of tJle Council to oversee tJle
progress of implementation of ilie sanctions.
Though Article 41 was not mentioned in Resolution
661, there is no question tJlat tJlese economic measures were
taken under tJlat article. It may be noted tJlat ilie United
States, the European Community, Japan, Canada and ilie
Soviet Union had already, even before ilie adoption of
Resolution 661, announced measures like freezing of bank
acconnts, ban on oil supplies, stoppage of export of arms to
Iraq, elc. The resuhttioll was a collective endorsement of
Ihese unilaleral measures. It may also be recalled tJlal there
wen' at least two precedellls whell lhe Security Coullcil
used such economic sanctions unde.· Article 41. In I!JG(i, the
Council imposed oil embargo and in J !)(i7, far-reachin.g
econolnic sanctions against the lllega..l Ininority reginle in
Rhodesia which were maintRined uplO J!l7!J. These sanctions
ultimately led to Hle long-awaited independence of Ztmbabwe
on the basis of black mRjority rule. Again in 1977, Rn arms
embRrgo was imposed against SOUtJl AfricR which continued
until it was recentJy revoked."
As Iraq continued 1.0 defy the world community and tJle
Security Council resolution and even formally mmexed
Kuwait on 8 August 1990, the Security Council unanimously
passed Resolution 6G2 on 9 August 1990 declaring tJle Iraqi
Rnnexation of Kuwait as null and void and Rl1IlOUnced tJlat
its claim had no leg'll v<tlidity.

9

Ou 25 August 1990, by Resollltion (i(i5, adopted by 13 votes
0 (with Cuba and Yemen abstaining), the Council called
on St.'1tes "cooperating with the Uovernment of Kuwait" lhat

1.0

had mariUlne forces in the area, to use such

111eaSUres

as

might be necessary "lo halt RII inwRrd and oUlwRrd maritime
shipping in order to inspecl and verify ilieir cargoes Rnd
destinations and to ensure strict implementation" of embargo
decision. This WRS virtually enforcement of a naval blockRde
and was understood 1.0 authorize Slates to use nRval force to
hall ilie shipping in question.
Air Embargo

The Council's embargo of Iraqi trade wRrs furtJler
augmented by Resolution 670 adqpted by the Security
Council on 25 Seplember 1990, by 14 votes to 1 (wiili only
CUbR opposing) which ordered all States to deny permission
to any aircrRft destined for IrRq or Kuwait to overny their
territory except where the United Nations had given prior
approval. The resolution sought 10 further strengthen
CtHl1pliance with ecunoillic sal1cUons and authorized the
Sanctions QHl1Iniltee to continue 111olliloring the air e1l1bargu.

Naval Blockade

As we have noled a Sanctions Committee of ilie Couucil
had been set up under Resllhttion (iG I 1.0 monitor the
implementRtion of economic sanclions throngh reporls of
Stales 011 actions t.'\ken by tJtem. After a few weeks It was
foulld lhat Imqi vessels were still being used to export oil.

,It, CIII/Orisi'j

I
I

As we have melllioned earlier, In response to Saudi
Arabia's urgent request for militmy help, tJle United States
had started moving its forces into Saudi Arabia. By 7
August 1990, 150,000 US troops, armoured units,
paratroopers and warplRnes had moved in. President Bush
said on August 8 tJ1Rt he would deploy RS nmny as 500,000
troops in Arabia. France mld the United Kingdom also
agreed to send air and naval forces to tJle Gulf to join those
of tJle US. By 10 August there were US press reports of a
200,000 strong task force being sent to Arabia. AustrRlia and
CanadR Rlso announced they would send warships to tJle
Gulf. On tJle same dRy, Arab summit decided to send a
pan-Arab force to defend Saudi Arabia.
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Iraq arrests foreign nationals and violates diploD1atic
m.i,ssions

Faced with all these formidable forces poised against
him and feeling deeply threatened and nervous, President
Saddam Hussain resorted to desperate measures in violation
of Iraq's obligations under international law, especially in
regard to foreigo natiOIials in Iraq and Kuwait and the
immunities of diplomatic p\,rsonnel. To avoid imminent
attack, which he could not 'withstand, and hoping to forestall
an American avalanche against his military strategic
installations, Saddam Huss~in took into custody all foreigo
nationals in Kuwait and Haq and confined them in two
hotels to be used as human shields. "Their presence, along
with Iraqi families as Vital targets", he said, "may prevent
military aggression;"'" He also ordered the closure of
diplomatic and consular missiolls,.)n Kuwait and the
withdrawal of the immunity of their personnel. On the
rejection of his demand by Western countries'Kor closure of
their .diplomatic missions, Iraqi troops forcibly entered the
French Ambassador's residence in Kuwait and even abducted
some diplomatic personnel.
Outraged at such uncivilized behaviour against foreigo
nationals and diplomats the Security Council unanimously
passed Resolution 664 on 18 August 1990, demanding that
Iraq permit and facilitate the immediate depart!Jre from
Kuwait and Iraq of the nationals of third countries and take
no action to jeopardize the safety, security Or health of such
natio.!'als. Further, reaffirming that annexation of Kuwait by
-Iraq was null and void, it demanded that Iraq rescind its
closure of diplomatic and consular missions in Kuwait and
the withdrawal of the immunity of their personnel. By yet
another Resolution 667, unanimously adopted on 17
September, the Security COllpcil.further condemned Iraq's
violation of diplomatic preniises in Kuwait and again
demanded the immediate releasl'; of all foreih'll nationals.
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Blaming the United States and Britain for the plight of
the trapped foreigoers, President Saddam Hussain offered
to release all foreigo detainees if President Bush would
agree to give written guarantees that the US forces would be
withdrawn from Saudi Arabia and the economic boycott
would end." But that was not to be because the United
States was determined to teach Saddam Hussain a lesson.
As Iraq continued to defy the international community, the
Security Council, guided by the US and with a new-found
unity, put more and more pressure on it by stronger and
stronger resolutions. Even Iraq's long-standing friends and
supporters like the Soviet Union and even Arab countries,
felt constrained to oppose him. Thus, on 28 August 1990,
the Soviet I>resident Gorbachev joined Japan in calling on
Iraq to free all foreigo hostages and withdraw its troops from
Kuwait. Soon thereafter, President Gorbachev joined
President Bush in Helsinki to warn Saddam Hussain that
they would jointly consider UN-specified additional steps if
he did not heed UN demands to withdraw his army from
Kuwait."
Since, Iraq still refused to heed the voice of reason, by
Resolution 674, adopted on 29 October 1990, by 13 votes to.
o (with Cuba and Yemen abstaining), the Security Council
reminded Iraq that under international law it was liable for
damages relating to invasion of Kuwait, including human
rights violations. The resolution also demanded an immediate
end to hostage taking and called upon Iraq to ensure
immediate access to food, water and protection to Kuwaitis
and foreigo nationals in Iraq and Kuwait.
On 28 November 1990, by Resolution 677, the Security
Council condemned attempts by Iraq to alter the
demographic composition of the population of Kuwait and
to destroy the civil records maintained by the Government
of Kuwait. It mandated the Secretary General to take custody
of the population register of Kuwait to ensure safe keeping
of Kuwait's population statistics.
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Econontic Sanctions fairly effective

President Saddam Hussain, despite all his rhetoric and
defiance against the "imperialist" Powers and emboldened
by sOme cheering crowds 'in a few Arab countries, found
himself more and more cornered unable to find an escape
route. His argumellt that Iraq's occupation of Kuwait should
be dealt along with other foreign occupations in the region,
including Syria's occupatioll of Lebanoll and Israel's
occupation' of Southern Lebanon, the Goiall Heights, the
Gaza Strip and the West Bank ofJordan River, were of no
avail. Ecollomic .sanctions were hurting Iraq badly. After the
first two months, it was evident that the embargo was largely
effective, particularly in StoppiIlg Iraq's oil exports and in
cutting off the supply of significant Imporls of a technical
and military nature. I'
By the first week of September WHO, 106 countries had
communicated to the Secretary-General their compliance
with the sanctions resolution and provided information on
various executive measures to enforce economic sanctions
against Iraq and occupied Kuwait. Among those countries,
_21 drew the attelltion of the Secretary-General to the "special
economic problems" they were confronting as a result of
implementation of sanctions and called for necessary
consultations under Article 50 of the UN Charter with a
view to providing appropriate relief to them. 19 They included
oil-importing countries dependellt on Iraqi oil and countries
that made substantial exports to Iraq and Kuwait. It was also
invoked by countries that had many migrant workers in
Kuwait and were heavily dependent on their financial
remittances. The Council adopted Resolution 669 on 24
September 1990, by which it unanimously entrusted the
Sanctions Committee with the "task of examining requests
for assistance under the provisions of Article 50 of the
Charter of the U.N." The Council did not arrange for any
direct financial reimbursement to the claimant countries,

but it declared that Iraq was liable to pay compensation for
damage to Kuwait and other countries in connection with
the invasion and occupation. 20
There was noquestioll abollt the tremelldous
effectivelless of ecollomic saIlctioIls. AccordiIlg to William
Webster, Director of CIA, sanctions had cut dOWIl Iraqi
exports by 97 per cellt and importS by 90 per cent. 21 The
e~bargo agaiIlSt Iraq was the most extellsive in the history
of the United Natiolls. Although there was IlO specific
machillery for the impiemelltation of these sanctions, States
were honouring the saIlctioIlS and frequently reporteci, as
requested under the relevac.t· Security COilncil resolutions,
to the United Nations on the way they were carrying out
these sanctions. In addition, the Secretary-General had' also
sent notes to all States informing them of their obligations
under the various Security Council resolutions requesting
them to send information on the actions they had taken to
implement the sanctions. In response to a questionnaire
forwarded by the United Nations, 96 out of 159 States had
sent rather extensive replies about implementation of
sanctions by 15January 1991." US Secretary of State,James
Baker, in his testimony before a US Senate Committee said
in December 1990: "We have 4 months of the best sanctions
enforcement that has ever probably existed."" Cuba,
objecting to Resolution 678, said that the embargo meant
that, "Iraq cannot receive by air, land or sea goods which, in
addition to food and medicine, are essential to the life of a
nation. It is obvious that no State could long withstand the
political and economic isolation imposed on that country"."
Iraq was an ideal.target for a trade embargo. Since its
national income depended almost wholly on oil exports,
and since it did not have a fully industrialized economy, it
relied heavily on imports. Economic sanctions .were
undoubtedly taking a toll on Iraq. But economic sanctions,
as it is pointed out by experts, require time before they hurt
the target State and thus the full impact on Iraq had yet to be
seriously felt."
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Objectives of the Security Council

If in spite of all this increasing pressure, Saddam Hussain
did not back out, it was not because he was not hurt badly.
It is difficult to fathom the reasons for his determination to
hold on to Kuwait which, he realized, he could not keep. He
knew he would lose but perhaps viewed defeat as preferable
to surrender. Perhaps he thought he would survive and
having stood up to the US and other Western Powers would
itself be a victory. But whatever the reasons for his
intransigence to continue the illegal occupation of Kuwait,
the objectives of the UN Security Council as indicated in its
relevant resolutions were clear and unambiguous. They
were first, to bring the invasion and occupation of Iraq to an
end; second, to restore the sovereignty, independence, and
territorial integrity of Kuwait; and third (added in Resolution
662), to restore the authority of the legitimate Government
of Kuwait. "Sanctions", it has been rightly pointed out,
"were not so much intended to punish or repress Iraq, but
rather to coerce it into putting an end to its unlawful
occupation and purported annexation of Kuwait. In other
words, collective meaSUres were used as a means of
compelling a State to redress an international wrongful act
and to restore legality"." .
Use of Force under Article 42

But the United States and the Coalition Governments
whtch had built up formidable forces in Saudi Arabia and
in the Persian Gulf by this time, had some other ideas and
objectives, as we shall see. Chapter VII of the UN Charter,
as we have seen above, establishes a step-by-step procedure
partly designed to compel the performance by Member
States. Escalating steps include condemnation, provisional
measures, ecopomic sanctions and other nori-military actions,
and finally the use of force under Article 42. One issue that
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kept coming up again and again in the early months of the
Gulf crisis was whether the trade sanctions must be proven
to have failed before the Security Council could authorize
the use of force under Article 42 of the Charter. According
to Article 42,
"Should the Security Council consider that measures
provided for in Article 41 would be inadequate or have
proved to be inadequate, it may take such action by air,
sea, or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or
restore international peace and security..."
It seems that the Security Council has enough latitude,
according to the language of this provision, to decide at any
time that the trade sanctions would be "inadequaie" and
then move on to Article 42. and the use of force. Iraq, for
example, was not driven to economic collapse by November
1990, which could have taken years. Although several
countries were inclined to give more time to economic
sanctions and were confident that Iraq would not be able to
withstand the growing pressure, in November 1990, President
Bush doubled the US force in Saudi Arabia and concluded
that military action would probably be required to compel
Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait. The United States then
approached.the Security Council with a resolution
sanctioning the useof mili~ force against Iraq.The S"C1,1rity
Council adopted this resolution .on 29 Nove:rnberl9c90, as
Resolution 678 by 12 votes (Canada, Co!OmbIa.;:EiliiopJ~,
Finland, France, Ivory Coast, Malaysia, Rumania, USSR,·
U.K., U.S. and Zaire) to 2 (Cuba and Yemen), with one
abstention (China). Reaffirming all the eleven resolutions
adopted by it between 2 August 1990 and 28 November
1990, the Security Council, in Resolution 678, noting that
Iraq had refused to comply with these resolutions, and
determined to secure compliance with its decisions, "Acting
under Chapter VIlof the Charter,
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1. Demands that Iraq comply with Resolution 660 (1990)
~d subsequent relevant resolutions and decides while
':Ilaintaining', 'all its decisions to allow Iraq' one final
opportunity, as a pause of goodwill, to do so;

2. Authorizes Member States cooperating with the
Government of KUWait, unless Iraq on Or before 15
january 1991, fully implements"as set forth in paragraph
' 1 above, the foregoing resolutions, to use all necessary
means to uphold and implement Resolution 660 and all
subsequent relevant resolutions and to restore
international peace and secUIity ,in the area;

III
CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY OF
SECURITY COUNCIL ACTIONS

II
Proc~dural Validity

·1

3. Requests all States to pro'vide appropriate support 'for
the actions undertaken in pursuance of paragraph 2 of
the present resolution;
,

4. Requests the States concerned to keep the Security
, Council regularly informed on the progress of actions
undertaken pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the present
resolution;
"

'-1

5. Decides to remain seized of the matter.

Although the resolution did not expressly mention the
use ofmilitary force, but used instead the phrase "all necessary
means", all the participants in. the Security Council debate
understood "necessary means" to include military action. In
fact, Cuban representative, Malineirca Peoli, called the
resolution "a virtual declaration of war. ""
On January 8, 1991, US President Bush sent Congress a
letter seeking support for military action against Iraq.
Accepting"the President's request, the Senate and House of
Representatives' adopted "cjoint resolution stating that "the
President is authorized....to use United States Armed Forces
pursuant to United NatiOns Security Council Resolution 678
(1991) in order to achieve implementation ofSecUIity Council
Resolutions 660 to 677".'"
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of Resolution 678

It has been argued that the procedural validity of,
Resolution 678 could be question",d on, the ground that
China, a permanent member of the Security Council,
abstained from the vote. According to Article 27, ,paragraph
3, of the Charter decisions of the Security Council on nonprocedural issues must be made "by an 'affirmative vote of
nine members including the concurring votes ofthe permanent
members". While the English text as well as Russian and
Chinese texts are not entirely clear about the effect of
absence from the Security Council meeting, or abstention
[rom vote, of one or more pernlanent members all the
validity of a decision taken by 9 affirmative votes without
the concurring votes of all the permanent members, the French
and the Spanish texts of Article 27(3) leave little doubt on
the subject. Omitting the word "concurring", the French
and Spanish texts require the affirmative votes of 9 members
including "the votes" of al\'the permanent members.
The latter French and Spanish texts clearly imply, it is
pointed out, that an abstention is to be deemed a veto".
Since all the official texts are equally authentic according to
the Charter (Article Ill), they must be reconciled. so As the
French and Spanish texts are clearer, it is contended, the
others must be read to conform to them. Therefore, there is
said to be no alternative to the conclusion that abstention by
a permanent member on a non-procedural vote constitutes
a veto." Resolution 678, therefore, cannot be said to have
been validly adopted because of the abstention of China.
This conclusion is further supported by the statement of
the delegations of the Four Sponsoring Governments on
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voting procedure in the Security Council which they issued
at the San Francisco conference and in which they said:
"In view of the primary responsibilities of the permanent
members they could not be expected, in the present
condition of the world, to assume the obligation to act in
so serious a matter as the maintenance of international
peace and security in consequence of a decision in
which they had not concurred. Therefore, if a majority
voting in the Security Council is to be made possible,
the only practicable method is to provide, in respect of
non-procedural decisions, for unanimity ofthe permanent
members plus the concurring votes of at least two of the
non-permanent members"."
Early commentators on the Charter also construed Article
27 to mean that a voluntary abstention by· a permanent
member would constitute a veto.'"
It must be stressed, however, that in the practice of the
UN, scores of resolutions, apparently requiring concurrent
votes ofthe permanent members under Article 27, paragraph
3, have been adopted by the Security Co.uncil with at least
one permanent member abstaining and yet accepted as
valid. In these· cases everyone of the permanent members
has ai one time or another admitted the legality of the
Council's adoption of resolutions requiring its concurrence
despite the fact of its own abstention."Although in several
cases, the validity of a resolution adopted by such abstentions .
have been challenged, it is important to note that "no
resolution passed by a majoqty of seven (or nine) has ever
been held invalid by reason merely of abstention of a
permanent member."" It seems, therefore, as Professor Leo
Gross argues, that though literally inconsistent with Article
27, paragraph 3, the practice of abstention "may be deemed
to be in accordance with the principle of unanimity of the
permanent members," which underlies· that paragraph. 36
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According to Professor Gross, the practice of the Security
Council and the attitude of the Assembly amounts to this
that "abstention is not a fatal defect as long as there is
agreement in the Security Council and particularly among
its permanent members, not to regard it as such."37 When a
permanent member merely abstains, the argument goes, it
is impliedly agreeing to the operation of the resolution
without its own vote for otherwise it would have vetoed. It
itself agrees, in other words, not to regard its abstention as
vitiating the vote.""
Although all this practice cannot be ignored, still it
cannot be said to have changed the rule of Article 27,
paragraph 3. It is always possible in future for a permanent
member, according to Professor Stone, to challenge the
validity of a resolution if it abstains and argue that its
abstention defeats the vote.'" Professor Gross, after referring
to the instances of abstention dUring the first few years in the
Security Council said in 1951:
"It should be noted at this point, however, that the
usefulness of agreement by sufferance has its limits.
There is no case on record where the Security Council
has adopted a resolution under Article 39 or otherwise
recommending or deciding the use of armed force and
where a permanent member agreed by abstaining. This
is as might be expected. It seems inconceivable that a
permanent member should abstain from voting if a
resolution looking to use of force were put to the vote."
What Professor Gross thought inconceivable, as Professor
QUigley says, "the Security Council did in in Resolution
678."" Although China did not consider its abstention on·
Resolution 678 to .constitute a veto, nor did the other
Council members, that cannot resolve the matter. Explaining
its abstention on Resolution 678, China said it could not
vote in favour because it construed the resolution as·
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authorizing the use of military for(;e-which -it opposed and
preferred a peaceful solution. But it abstained, instead of
voting in the negative, because it supported the resolution's
calion Iraq to comply with previous Council resolutions."
This explanation by China, therefore, Quigley rightly points
out, meant that China opposed the use of military force
against Iraq and its vote cannot be construed as an
"affirmative vote". Under these circumstances, the validity
of Resolution is ,seriously questionable and cannot be
accepted."
Under What Provision Security Council Resolution
678?

A very important question that has been raised is, under
what provision did the Security Council adopt ResOlution
678? The resolution merely declared that the Security Council
was acting under Chapter VII (Articles 39 to 51) of the UN
Charter without mentioning any specific article. To say that
"Chapter VII in general provided an adequate legal basis,""
seems to be too general and not a very satisfactory
explanation for the Council's use of power.
Enforcement action under Article 42

It is argued, however, that once the Security Council
had taken economic measures not using force, it could
proceed to take military action only under Article 42 after
determining that economic measures had proven inadequate
and thus meet the requirements of that article. But the
Security Council never made a determination in this
resolution about the inadequacy of economic and trade
sanctions. Although the Security Council has enough latitude
under Article 42 to determine at any time that the economic
sanctions had failed, on 29 November 1990, it was not clear
that the sanctions would fail. More importantly, it was not

clear whether they would succeed by January 15, 1991, the
date after which the Council authorized military sanctions.
But according to Professor Schachter, "it is not unreasonable
to infer that the Council decision autllOrizing the cooperating
States to use force ("all necessary means") impliedly
recognized that sanctions would not prove adequate to
compel Iraqi withdrawal.'''' But such a decision was certainly
irregular, if not entirely illegal, under Article 42, because the
Council could not hav~ predicted whether Article 41
measures would not succeed 45 days hence by 15 January
1991 from which date it authorized military action."
Some Council members expressed the hope, however,
that the threat of military action might convince Iraq to
comply voluntarily." This, they thought, would be an
additional form of pressure to supplement others already in
place. But the Council's failure to base military action on a
determination that Article 41 measures had failed, certainly
violated Chapter VII procedure.
There is no doubt that the authority to use force is by far
the most important and serious decision that the Security
Council can make. The Council must clearly determine the
need for force and must clearly decide when to use it. Yet
Resolution 678 called for unspecified "necessary" means at
a date six weeks hence which was surely, as Yemen's
representative called it, "broad and vague." He correctly
pointed out: "It's just a blanket authorization, and is one of
the most dangerous resolutions that the UN Security Council
has adopted in its history."'"
Who Can Take Action?

According to Article 42, if the Security Council
determines that Article 41 measures would not be adequate,
"it may take such action". It is the Security Council, therefore,
which must not only- organize but actually implement such
action when it is necessary. But Resolution 678 did not do
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that. It authorized any of the Member States to decide
whether force would be necessary six weeks hence, and if
necessary, to initiate, organize and implement such action.
The basic postulate of Chapter VII, it has been correctly
pointed out, is that the Council, and not individual States,
decides when to use military force." This was indeed the
main distinction between the UN Charter and the Covenant
of the League of Nations. Under tlle League Covenant, the
League Council could only recommend what force to use in
case of an aggression. If a State or some States acted on that
recommendation, the decision was that of the State and not
of the League Council. 50 By permitting States to determine
when to use force, a prerogative of the Security Council,
Resolution 678 put the clock back. Cuba objected with
good reason that this resolution "violates the Charter of the
United Nations by autllOrizing some States to use military
force in total disregard of the procedures established by the
Charter".51
Special Agreements Under Article 43:

It has been suggested that Resolution 678 authorizing
the use of force is incompatible with Article 43. The Charter
drafters contemplated that when the Security Council decided
on Article 42 sanctions, it could do so only with military
forces provided for by Member States under Article 43.
Article 43 lays down that all Member States "undertake to
make available to the Security Council, on its call and in
accordance with a special agreement or agreements, armed
forces, assistance and facilities...for the purpose of maintaining
international peace and security." Since no such agreements
have been signed, it has led to a view that Article 42 is
inoperative because the Security Council lacks the standing
forces necessary to carry out Article 42 enforcement action."
This view finds support from Article 106 of the Charter
which provides that-"l'ending the coming into force of such
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special agreements referred to in Articled 43 as in the
opinion of the Security Council enable it to begin the
exercise of its responsibilities under Article 42", the five
permanent members of the Security Council, "consult with
one other and as occasion requires with other Members of
the United Nations with a view to such joint action on behalf
of the Organization as may be necessary for purposes of
maintaining international peace and security." This language
suggests that Article 42 action should be undertaken by
troops prOvided under Article 43.
However, in the practice of the United Nations, the
absence of Article 43 agreements have not precluded the
Security Council from calling upon the Member States to
contribute for a particular operation. No explicit language
in Chapter VII precludes States from voluntarily making
armed forces available to carry out the decisions of the
Council adopted under Chapter VII. In the case of Korea,
16 states provided armed forces and military forces to assist
South Korea in repelling the North Korean aggression in
response to a recommendation made by the Security Council.
No legal argument was made by any government that a
mandatory decision was necessary." In the Certain Expenses
of the United Nations case, the International Court of]ustice
supported such flexibility in Chapter VII. Some States had
refused to pay expenses for the UN military operation in the
Congo on the ground that the participating national military
contingents had not been organized under Articled 43. The
Court in its opinion said:

"An argument which insists that all measures taken for
the maintenance of international peace and security
must be financed through agreements concluded under
Article 43 would seem to exclude the possibility that the
Security Council might act under some other Article of
the Charter. The Court cannot accept so limited a view
of the powers of the Security Council under the Charter.
It cannot be said that the Charter has left the Security
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Council impotent in the face of an emergency situation
when agreements uncler Article 43 have not been
concluded"."
Although the Court did not point to an alternative
article, it did suggest that the Council could act on liberal
interpretation of its authority derivedJi:om its general powers
to maintain and restore international peace and security.
According to this view, therefore, Resolution 678 did not
need to specify any further the source of its authority which
could be drawn from the broad language of the Charter
provisions." According to Thomas Franck and Faiza Patel
also, the fact that no Article 43 agreements were made,
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Security Council Control Over Enforcement Action

While the Security Council has thus wide powers to take
action under Chapter VII, there is no doubt that it has also
got an obligation to direct and control that action. Article 42
by-providing that the Council "may take such action", also
requires that the Council direct that action, define military
objectives that it wants to achieve, and decide when to
terminate hostilities." As Richard Falk said:
"The UN had an obligation to control the definition of
war goals, the means chosen to achieve them and to use
its authority to impose a cease-fire.""

"does not signify a lapse in the Organization's general
police power, set out in Article 42...Rather, the practice
of the Security Council has evolved other means for
taking coercive measures, including the use of police
forces raised ad lwc in response to a specific threat to
peace. Both the Korean and the Kuwaiti situations are
examples. "56

Resolution 678, however, did not provide for Security
Council control. It only reqUired States to "keep the Council
regularly informed on the progress of actions" they might
take. The Council kept no control over either the initiation
of hostilities, over their subsequent course, or even over
their cessation. Yemen objected to this lack of control
mechanism by the Council. It said that the resolution,

Without any explicit Or clearly implicit authorization in
the text of Chapter VII, Resolution 678 is said to have been
based on "some assumed penumbra of powers available to
the Council under Chapter VII - an Article 42'h
authorization as some UN watchers have called il"" There
is, of course, nothing wrong in this development which has
led to a strengthened United Nations, including a Security
Council positioned to act quickly and effectively. But when
such an enhanced authority is exercised affecting the life
and liberty of millions of human beings and the very existence
of small States is at stake, it is not inappropriate to insist on
unambiguous war-making authority and the proper and
effective control of such authority.

"is not related to a specific article of Chapter VII of the
Charter; hence the Security Council will have no control
over those forces, which will fly their own national flags.
Further the command of these forces will have nothing
to do with the United Nations, although their actions will
have been authorized by the Security Council"."
Malaysia was also concerned because "a clear system of
reporting and accountability" was not adequately provided
in Resolution 678. 61
The need for Security Council control over the use of
force under Chapter VII is also implied under Articles 46
and 47 of the Charter. Article 46 provides: "Plans for the
application of armed forces shall be made by the Security
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Council with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee".
Under Article 47, the Military Staff Committee, consisting of
Chiefs of Staff of the five permanent members of the Security
Council, was to be established to advise and assist the
Security Council on all questions of military requirements of
enforcement action, and the employment and command of
forces placed at its disposal.
No such Committee could be formed or function during
the Cold War years. But after the invasion of Kuwait by
Iraq, President Mikhail Gorbachev suggested that the
Committee manage any enforcement action.'" After the
economic and Trade embargo was imposed on Iraq the US
Government representatives met with representatives of
other permanent members of the Security Council to see if
the Military Staff Committee could coordinate States-initiated
blockade activities to enforce embargo. But these meetings
did not help in the revival of the Committee and it played
no role in coordinating the blockade of Iraq." Senator
Patrick Moynihan and former UN Under Secretary General
Brian Urqhart criticized Resolution 678 for disregarding the
Military Staff Committee." But the United States was not
interested and would not permit any such controU'
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established by the resolution for the use of force. The USA
and Russia were among ihem. The Soviet Foreign Affairs
Minister Mr. Eduard Shevai-dnadze expressed the
'''confidence that we will be able to overcome the crisis
peacefully - I repeat peacefully, and in a political way... "66
U.S. Secretary of State James Baker affirmed: "We continue
to seek a diplomatic solution"." Others agreed. SecretaryGeneral, Perez de Cuellar, speaking in the Security Council,
said that Resolution 678 "envisages at least 45 days of
earnest effort to achieve a peaceful solution of the crisis". He
said, "the situation requires that diplomatic efforts be made
with renewed determination to put the present crisis on the
road to a peaceful outcome."68 However, in the weeks that
followed the adoption of Resotution 678, the United States
construed its commitment to 'talk to Iraq rather narrowly.
Although President Bush said that he would send his
Secretary of State, James Baker, to Baghdad to "discuss all
aspects of the Gulf crisis," Mr. Baker declared:
"My mission to Baghdad will be an attempt to explain
to Saddam the choice he faces. Comply with the
objectives of the Security Council or risk disaster for
Iraq...This will not be a negotiation with Iraq.""

DiplOlnatic Negotiations to Solve Dispute

The danger in the Council's failure to establish proper
control became evident immediately after Resolution 678
was adopted. The resolution authorized only the means
"necessary" to compel Iraq's compliance with prior
resolutions. If the trade sanctions held a reasonable prospect
of gaining Iraq's compliance, or if negotiations of outstanding
issues, coupled with trade sanctions pressure, could get
Iraq's compliance, then they had to be pursued before the
use of force ..A number of Security Council members, even
as they ~oted for Resolution 678, stressed the need' for
diplomatic efforts before 15 January 1991 deadline

While Iraq, afraid of the ,imminent attack by the coalition
forces folloWing the adoption of Resolution 678, continued
to send signals that it was willing to begin a dialogue that
might lead to its withdrawal from Kuwait, announced on
December 6, 1990, that Iraq would permit the departure
from Iraq of all foreig11 nationals, offered in earlyJanuary to
leave Kuwait if the US did not attack during the withdrawal,
if foreign troops left the region, and if an agreement was
reached to hold a Palestinian-Israeli conference, the United
States continued to rebuff Iraq and humiliate its leader at
every turn. Before its massive air attack on Iraq on 16
January 1991, Secretary Baker met only once with the
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Iraqis, but refused to discuss the issues Iraq deemed relevant.
Diplomacy to prevent war was never seriously pursued. It
was scarcely an exhaustion of non-violent options to have
had a high-ministerial-level meeting just once, for only six
hours, with the following presidential instructions: "No
negotiations, no compromises, no attempts at face-saving,
and no rewards for aggression."70 After the meeting, Secretary
of State Baker said: "The message I conveyed ...is that Iraq
must either comply with the will of the international
community or be expelled by force from Kuwait. "71
US Determined for War

In fact the US did not want to be dissuaded in its
determination to wage a war against Iraq. As President Bush
himself declared: "I might have said, to hell with the UN"
and sent the US troops into Kuwait anyway even if the
Council had not authorized the use of force against Iraq."
Even though the I,aqi sanctions were reliably reported even
by American sources "to have been having an increasingly
useful bite", they might not have produced decisive results
for .at least another year." And even then no one could
claiJ;Il with certainty or optimism that these economic and
trade sanctions alone would be sufficient to achieve the UN
objective fully. But, as Professor Weston pointed out,
"The military alternative was well under:;tood at the
time to risk death and destruction on a widespread
basis, staggering economic costs and dislocations, largescale environmental harm, and the possible enmity of
the Arab and Islamic worlds for years - even decades to come, threatening ~ free-lance terrorism' against
Western, and particularly American persons and
instituHons everywhere."14

It was "exceedingly troublesome" that the Security
Council had no control and there was no one to persuade or
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dissuade the United States to "step-back from the precipice
of military confrontation long enough to give the economic
sanctions - and the time for diplomacy that they would
have bought - at least a chance to succeed."75
The United States and its coalition partners were, of
course, getting tired of Saddam Hussain's irrational and
illegal behaviour. British Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd,
said that it was wrong to negotiate with a burglar. But as
Professor Weston rightly said,
"When the burglar is heavily armed...and especially
when the fate of millions is at stake, in a circumstance of
unprecedented and infinite complexity, it seems wantonly
irresponsible and self-destructive to refuse to negotiate,
or not to communicate unambiguously and respectfully
the benefits of peace in addition to the burdens of war the carrots as well as the sticks.""
The conclusion is inescapable "that Resolution 678 and
the confrontational path it reflected was shaped more by a
desire to go to war than by a desire to prevent one."77 This is
unfortunate because the chief objective of the United Nations
is to prevent war and save the succeeding generations from
this scourge.
UN has no control over war

Not only did the Security Council abdicate its obligation
in preventing war as far as possible by giving economic
sanction a real chance to work, but once the hostilities
started the United Nations had no way to control it. As we
shall see, under the guise of the UN-authorized action the
United States and its coalition partners waged a relentless
and ruthless war against Iraq not to achieve the objectives
laid down by the Security Counci'! in its resolutions, but to
the bitter end, to teach Saddam Hussain a lesson of his life
and in the process go much beyond any UN action could
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and should have gone. Surely, as Professor Weston laments,
"this is not what the UN founders and Charter drafters had
in mind."" In such a UN action as authorized by Resolution
678, one would expect the Security Council to meet almost
around the clock and the Secretary-General to be playing
an active role. But as the fighting continued with everincreasing ferocity, the Secretary-General, it is said,
"was relegated to the role of file clerk and messenger
boy, essentially to
operate within the Bush
administration's guidelines. Indeed, he was given no
more than an hour's notice of Washington's decision to
go to war, and was informed thereafter of the war's
progress only after action occurred"."
In a press conference on 10 February 1991, the Secretary
General, Perez de Cuellar, helplessly pointed out that the
Persian Gulf War was not "a classic United Nations war in
the sense that there is no United Nations control of the
operations, no United Nations flags, blue helmets, Or any
engagement of the Military Staff Committee." "What we
know about war is", he said,
"what we hear from the three members of the Security
Council which are involved - Britain, France and the
United States - which every two Or three days report to
the Council, after the actions have taken place.
"The Council, which has authorized all this is informed
only after the military actions have taken place. As I am
not a military expert, I cannot evaluate how necessary
are the military actions taking place now. "80
Expressing his deep discomfort and concern for the loss
of human life, he ruefully added: "I consider myself head of
an organization which is first of all a peaceful organization
and secondly a humanitarian organization.""
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The authorization of an enforcement action by force
without a proper SecUrity Council control cannot be said to
be in accordance with the provisions of Chapter VII.
Military Action Against Iraq as Self-Defence

According to several analysts, military action under
Resolution 678 must. be characterized as collective ·selfdefence under Article 51 of the UN Charter and "apptoved,
encouraged, and blessed by the Security Council."1l2 As we
have seen above, the concept of collective self-def~nce was
invoked in this case by Kuwait as soon as Iraq attacked it.
Kuwait requested other countries to help it in its self-defence,
and the United States, UK and Saudi Arabia, among others,
took immediate steps to lend assistance. The Security Council
in its Resolution 661, which it adopted on 6 August 1990,
while imposing economic sanctions against Iraq under Article
41, also included a paragraph in its preamble "affirming the
inherent right of individual and collective self-defence, in
response to the armed attack by Iraq against Kuwait, in
accordance with Article 51 of the Charter." According to
Professor Schachter, "this was the first time the Council
recognized in a resolution that the right of collective selfdefence applied in a particular situation." Although
"collective self-defence" has sometimes been called a
misnomer," the Council's affirmation of Article 51 "supports
the position that any State may come to the aid of a State
that has been illegally attacked."" The aid must, of course,
have been requested by the victim State, as the International
Court ofJustice held in the Nicaragua case," which was not
an issue in this case because Kuwait had itself requested
such assistance.
It is important to note that after providing wide powers
to the Security Council to take enforcement action in cases
of a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, Or an act of
aggression under Articles 39 to 50 of Chapter VII, Article 51
lays down that,
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"Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent
right of individual and collective self-defence if an armed
attack occ~rs against a Member of the United Nations,
until the Security Council has taken measures necessary
to maintairicinternational peace and security. Measures
taken by M~mbers in the exercise of this right of selfdefence 'shall<beimmediately reported to the Security
Council amf,shall not in any way, affect the authority
and responsibility of the Security Council under the
presentChart'lf to take at any time such action as it
deems neces;ary in order to maintain or restore
international peace and security."
Despite the so-called "inherent" and al1-pervadil).g
customary right of self-defence which has been re-affirmed
by the Charter, it is important to note certain conditions or
limitations in the. exercise of this right. The exercise of this
right iSllbt only subject to the State concerned having been
the victim of an armed attack,. but the response to the attack
is subject, to additional requirements imposed by general
international law, namely that defence measures must be
necessaryalld proportionate to the end sought." The States
claiming the right to use force in self-defence cannot be the
final judges of its legality." Moreover, .the right continues
only "until the Security Council has takenflleasures necessary
to maintain iriternational peace and secflrity." Further, the
measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right
must .be immediately reported to the Security Council and
do not affect the authority of the Council whatever action it
deemsl1ecessary..
Illth~presentcase, in August 1990, after the Security
Councilca.iled for a trade embargo, but before it initiated a
naval blOckade (by Resolution 665 on 25 August), the
Uriited. Stales . began blockade activity on its own and
contendedth~ttlreaction was lawful under Article 51. The
StateDepattnJ.;!1~declaredon 14 August 1990:
;""
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"The United States position is that that the actions we
are taking are clearly legal under international law,
Article 51 of the UN Charter. The actions we are taking
will assist in making the sanctions effective".'"
On 22 October 1990, US Secretary of Defense, Dick
Cheney, said that the US had a right to attack Iraq in
purswince of collective self-defence of Kuwait under Article
51. He said: "Given the request by the Government of
Kuwait under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter - the inherent
right of self-defense, we do not require any additional
authority.""
On the other hand, it was argued by other governments
and some international lawyers and diplomats that the right
of self-defence no longer applied when the Security CounCil
had taken measures it deemed necessary to repel the armed
attack.9l ' As the UN Secretary-General, Perez de Cuellar,
also said on 8 November 1990 that, given three months of
Security Council activity on the Persian Gulf situation,
States could not rely on Article 51. 92 According to Russian
Professor Rein Mullerson, when the Security Council puts a
conflict on its agenda under Article 39 of the Charter, the
"inherent" right of self-defence becomes "dormant" and can
be revived only in the unlikely event of the Security CounCil
deciding by a resolution that it has failed to resolve the
conflict. 93
Professor Thomas Franck and Faiza Patel agree with
Professor Mullerson. They point out that some "hawks who
champion the old order maintain that the Charter merely
meant to supplement rather than repeal, the fore-existing
war system". While they did not object when the US took a
complaint against Iraq's invasion of Kuwait to the Security
Council, and the latter took the necessary economic and
trade embargo against Iraq and imposed even naval blockade
(by Resolutions 660, 661 and 665), these proponents of the
old order "argue that these police measures did not suspend
the right of the United States to continue to act without
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"Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent
right of individual and collective self-defence if an armed
attack occ~rs against a Member of the United Nations,
until the Security Council has taken measures necessary
to maintairi,international peace and security. Measures
taken by Members in the exercise of this right of selfdefence 'sha!rbeimm:ediately reported to the Security
Council and\shall not in any way, affect the authority
and responsib>ilitY0f the Security Council under the
presentChart<t' to take at any time such action as it
deems necessary in order to maintain or restore
international pe~ceandsecurity."
Despite the so-called "inherent" and ali-pervading
customary right of self-defence which has been re-affirmed
by the Charter, it is important to note certain conditions or
limitations in the, exercise of this right. The exercise of this
right isnot only subject to the State concerned having been
the victim of an armed attack" but the response to the attack
is suoject}o additional requirements imposed by general
illtemationallaw, namely that defence measures must be
necessary and proportionate to the end sought." The States
claiming the right to use force in self-defence cannot be the
final judges of its legality." Moreover, the right continues
only "untiltheSecurity Council has takenflleasures necessary
to maintain international peace and secll rity." Further, the
measuresiakenby Members in the exercise of this right
must be immediately reported to the Security Council and
do not affect the authority of the Council whatever action it
deems necessary. '
, In th'i'present case, in August 1990, after the Security
Counci1c~liedfora trade embargo, but before it initiated a
nav1ilbl()ckade(oy Resolution 665 on 25 August), the
UriitEid states ,began blockade activity on its own and
conteIl<iedth~tlheaction was lawful under Article 51. The
StateDePOf~W~I}~declaredon 14 August 1990:
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"The United States position is that that the actions we
are taking are clearly legal under international law,
Article 51 of the UN Charter. The actions we are taking
will assist in making the sanctions effective"."
On 22 October 1990, US Secretary of Defense, Dick
Cheney, said that the US had a right to attack Iraq in
pursWlnce of coliective self-defence of Kuwait under Article
51. He said: "Given the request by the Government of
Kuwait under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter - the inherent
right, of self-defense, we do not require any additional
authority.""
On the, other hand, it was argued by other governments
and some international lawyers and diplomats that the right
of self-defence no longer applied when the Security Council
had taken measures it deemed necessary to repel the armed
attack.'" As the UN Secretary-General, Perez deCueliar,
also said on 8 November 1990 that, given three months of
Security Council activity on the Persian Gulf situation,
States could not rely on Article 51. 92 According to Russian
Professor Rein Mullerson, when the Security Council puts a
conflict on its agenda under Article 39 of the Charter, the
"inherent" right of self-defence becomes "dormant" and can
be revived only in the unlikely event of the Security Council
deciding by a resolution that it has failed to resolve the
conflict. 93
Professor Thomas Franck and Faiza Patel agree with
Professor Mullerson. They point out that some "hawks who
champion the old order maintain that the Charter merely
meant to supplement rather than repeal, the fore-existing
war system". While they did not object when the US took a
complaint against Iraq's invasion of Kuwait to the Security
Council, and the latter took the necessary economic and
trade embargo against Iraq and imposed even naval blockade
(by Resolutions 660, 661 and 665), these proponents of the
old order "argue that these police measures did not suspend
the right of the United States to continue to act without
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Council authorization in exercise of its 'inherent' unilateral
power to wage wars of self-defense under Article 51 ", But
this interpretation, according to the learned authors,
"flies in the face of common sense and literal text. A
new-style UN-authorized police action functioning
alongside a traditional sovereign exercise of war powers
is conceptually and operationally untenable...As a textual
matter, it is obvious on its face that the Charter in
creating the new police power, intended to establish an
exclusive alternative to the old war system. The old
system was retained only as a fallback, available when
the new system could not be made to work, not, as some
US hawks argue, as an equal alternative to be chosen at
the sole discretion of the Members"."
If States use armed force pursuant to Article 51, "their
individual activities are subsumed by, Or incorporated into,
the global police response once it is activated". That is, the
old way is licensed only until the new way begins to work;
'until', in the words of Article 51, "the SecurHy Council has
taken measures to maintain international peace and security.".
Frank and Patel believe that although it is not clearly spelled'
out·in the Charter, it is "sensible to assume" that wheu.the
Security Council accepts jurisdiction of a conflict and takes
"action", the injured party's right of self-defence"is
"suspended" until the Council affirmatively decides it cannot
deal effectively with the problem. The "right of self-defence,
suspended during police action,might be revived if the
Council - for example by the exercise of a veto ~ were to
find itself blocked from taking necessary measures.""
This view is strongly contested by some other scholars.
Thus, Eugene Rostow argues that Article 51 and Resolution
661 seem to say just the opposite of what Professor Franck
believes, \~z., "that the customary law of self-defence is not
impaired in any way by the Charter but remains intact until
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t1w ( "Illiwil has succe"fully dealt with the controversy before
II,"W' '1'111' Charter rule is, asserts Rostow, "that the right of

,,1/ '/~/"II,\'"

does not suspend the jurisdiction of the Security
('1I1111l,i1 Hud that the assumpti'on of jurtsdiction by the
/II~llIl'lIy Council does not susp.end the inherent' right of
/111"111" 10 Ikj'cmd themselves." But he admits that the Security
('IIIlIIl,i1 has the "last word,.: and can stop a war of selfd~II'llIllI by deciding it has become a breach of peace.""
HIIIl'!' IhlN Illay not be possible, the so-called war of selfd~fl'Il"I' lIlay continue unabated.
SlIv,,,'al US allies made it clear that they could not
f-1I11l11l'llauce military actions against Iraq without a specific
,"11"'\11'11)' ClIllIlcil resolution.""
Wllhout formally renouncing the collective self-defence
111,,111')', Ihe US did not reiterate it but formally relied on
HI'HOlullou 678 as a legal basis for its military action against

Ii 111[,''''
A"cording to Professor Schachter also, to argue that the
Ilfllll or self-defence would be overridden whenever the
,'\I'''\lI'lIy Council adopted measures considered necessary in
l,iI'H' or au amled attack on a State is not sustainable. "This",
I1n,.... dlug to him, "would be an implausible - indeed
III "'\I rd- interpretation. A Council's decision calling on an
IIIVIICIm' to withdraw and to cease hostilities might be a
1l"""Nsary measure but could not deprive the victim State of
II~ l'if\llt to defend itself when the invader had not complied
IVllh Ihe Council's order". A reasonable interpretation of
Al'lide 51, he says, would recognize that the Council has the
11.111 horlly to adopt a measure requiring armed action taken
iu "ell~defence to cease. But until the Security Council
~I ",p"uds self-defence action, it would continue. In the Gulf
0'1'/,,19, the Security Cqj?ncil just could not suspend the right
1,l'sdf-ddence as long as a permanent member opposed the
pl'oposaL'oo Alth61.lgh.the precise legal basis of Resolution
li'/H, which was used for large-scale military operations
l\}{alust Iraq, is uncertain, Professor Schachter.believes that a
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good case can be made out for the position that it was an
exercise of the authority by the SecUrity Council under
Article 51 which is also in Chapter VII.lOl
The coercive powers conferred on the Security Council
under Articles 39 to 50 of Chapter VII, it is well-known,
could never be freely used during the Cold War years. The
Security Council could never really take an "enforcement
action" on its own authority except perhaps in the case of
the Congo dUring the sixties which was really a civil war,
rather an international war, which led toa threat to
international peace. The Secretary-General was authorized
to assemble a peacekeeping force to deal with a situation of
chaos in the Congo. But the role of the Secretary-General
and his UN force, sometimes called his "private army",
became highly controversial and in the end the Soviet
Union and France refused to pay their shares of the costs of
the Congo operation. '02
The only other case in which the Security Council took
an "enforcement action" was in the Korean war in 1950
which became possible and the Security Council could
function for two months because the Soviet Union was
boycotting the Organization. But even under those
circumstances, the Council did not "decide" the measures
that must be taken by Member States but only
"recommended" that the Members refrain from helping
North Korea and urged them to "furnish such assistance to
the Republic of Korea as may be necessary to repel the
armed attack and to restore international peace and security
in the area. "'02 In essence, according to Rostow,
"for all their panoply of the United Nations flag and
other emblems the forces which finally prevailed in
Korea were national forces carrying out a -mission of
collective self-defence under American direction, not a
Security Council enforcement action. "'04
In the Persian Gulf crisis, Resolution 678 "authorized"
States cooperating with the Government of Kuwait to use all
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necessary means to uphold and implement the earlier
resolutions to restore international peace and security. But
for the word "authorizes", says Rostow,
"the resolution is clearly one designed to encourage and
support a campaign of collective self-defence, and
therefore not a Security Council enforcement action.
Instead of attempting to direct such an operation itself,
the Council requests the States concerned to keep it
informed about their progress.""I'
Rostow goes on to assert that, "the word 'authorize' in
Resolution 678 should not therefore be considered to
transform a military campaign of self-defense into an
enforcement action. "'06 This conclusion is further supported
by the fact that the Council did not decide that the armed
forces of the cooperating States should be placed at the
disposal or under the control of the Security Council No
United Nations command was set up and no reference was
made to a UN force or any use of UN flag. These omissions,
according to Schachter, clearly show that the Security Council
wanted to leave the choice of means, timing, command and
control to participating States. IO'
In other words, in the name of the United Nations or UN
sponsored action, the United States and its coalition forces
continued their own war without any regard to the limitations
imposed -by the Charter for the attainment of objectives that
they deemed appropriate. By endorSing the right of selfdefence under Article 51 of the Charter in Resolution 661
the Security Council seemed to be apprOving the US Gulf
operations without any control over them. The Security
Council's role was clearly marginalized. Under Article 51
the victim State or its allies and helpers can take emergency
measures until the Security Council takes measures lo
maintain international peace and security. But according to
these scholars, meaSUres taken by the Security Council
under Article 41 or even Article 42 are not enough until the
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invader State has actually complied with the Council's
decision and .stopped the unlawful action. As British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher pointed out that the Council
would have taken the measures necessary to maintain
international peace and security only when it succeeded in
expelling Iraq from Kuwait. los Such a view, it is submitted,
would deprive the Security Council of any meaningful role
because it would permit States to operate independently of
the Council even if the Council acted. This is a violation of
Article 51 which expects the Security Council to take charge
of the situation and to direct all action to repel aggression. I09
The Security Council can stop self-defence action only
by a resolution to tl1at effect. But if a permanent member is
involved and is bent upon continuing its "own" war at its
own pace the Security Council can do nothing but helplessly
watch, as the Security Council was in fact forced to do
dUring ttie Gulf war.
Self-defence m.easures m.ust be reported

Further, according to Article 51, measures taken by
member States in the exercise of the right of Self-defence
must be reported immediately to the Security CounCil. The
Security Council retains the ultimate authority to review
these measures and take whatever action is necessary. In the
Gulf crisis, United States and its coalition partners did not
want the Security Council to review measures taken by
them and, therefore, did not permit the Security Council to
meet for several months when they waged•a relentless war
against Iraq. The Security Council held no meeting on the
Gulf crisis between 29 November 1990, when Resolution
678 was adopted, and 14 February 1991, when it met in
secret session to discuss the political aspects of the end of
war.
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Necessity, reasonableness and proportionality of selfdefence measures
.

Even the supporters of self-defence theory agree that
resort to collective self-defence is also subject to the
reqUirements ofnecessity, reasonableness and proportiOnality
even if these conditions are not expressly mentioned in
Article 51. But it is asserted that after a long debate, a
majority in the Security Council, acting on behalf of the
United Nations, authorized the use of force which '''may be
regarded from the legal standpoint as an authoritative
determination of necessity."110 But it is interesting to note
that Resolution 678 adopted on 2.9 November 1990, permitted
the use offorce fromJanuary 15, 1991. As Schachter himself
admits the Security Council could not determine if there
would be a necessity to use force stx weeks henceyl It is
therefore doubtful if Resolution 678 and the use offorce can
be described as "anthorization" of self-defence measures by
the Security Council.
During the Security Council discussion on Resolution
678, Iraq complainedthat "the United States totally dominates
the Security CounCil and its arbitrary and biased procedures."
It said that the United States proposed Resolution 678 "as a
cover for its aggressive and imperialist policies in the
region."112 These outbursts by Iraq might be dismissed as
unnecessary protestations py a frustrated "aggressor" which
had itself defied all rules of law and decency. But the fact is
incontrovertible that the resolution was drafted by and
lobbied for by ilie United States which sought its adoption
only after assembling an invasion force of an ultimate half-amillion troops in Saudi Arabia without consulting ilie Security
Council. 113 The deployment of such a formidable force
II
clearly implied a decision to use force. '
US Pressure and Dom.inance in the Security Council

It is also interesting to note how the United States
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secured the votes of the Security Council members, especially
the permanent members like USSR and China, because it
did not want to risk veto of a resolution permitting an attack
it had already decided to launch. It pulled all the strings of
diplomacy and mare to ensure the passage of Resolution
678. To ensure the votes of Latin American and African
delegations (Colombia, Ivory Coast, Ethiopia, Zaire), the
United States was reported to have promised long-sought
finanyial help and attention. '1S To win the Soviet support, it
agreed not to press the USSR over self-determination of the
Baltic States and to help keep Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania
out of Paris Summit Conference to be held in November
1990. It alsq pledged to persuade Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
to provide Moscow, which they ultimately did, financial aid
which Moscow desperately needed to make overdue
payments to commercial creditors.,,6 It secured a "voluntary"
Chinese abstention, instead of a veto, by agreeing to lift
trade sanctions imposed since the Tiananman Square
massacre of pro-democracy protesters, by promising a $114.3
million loan to China from the World Bank, and to permit a
long-sought US visit by the Chinese Foreign Minister, and
the resumption of normal diplomatic relations. '17 It may also
be mentioned that when Yemen joined Cuba in opposing
Resolution 678, a senior American diplomat was instructed
to tell the Yemani delegate, that "that was the most expensive
vote you ever cast", meaning that it would result in an end
to more than $. 70 million in American foreign aid to
Yemen.'"
Such horse-trading and political bargaining is perhaps
not uncommon in the United Nations. But as Professor
Weston cOl;rectly points out, "!he process by which Security
Council Resolution 678 was won, while perhaps legally
correct strictu sensu, confirms how complete the power of
the United States over the UN policing mechanism had
become in !he absence of Cold War 0pposition".'19 The US
determination to force Saddam Hussain's hand by armed
force was not confined to the Security Council Chamber or
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its members. It included forgiveness of a large debt to Egypt
for its military participation and deference extended to
Syrian political and economic concerns for Syria's
cooperation and military participation. '20 It may perhaps be
correct to say !hat the United States, when using !he United
Nations as a policy instrument, "will have no choice but to
secure the cooperation of otllers by trading in whatever is
the coin of exchange of the moment, "121 and that
"international law has no choice but to be realistic". But all it
shows is the US hold over the UN, using it when it needs to
and ignoring it when it wants to. 122
If a new world order is emerging, as Professor QUigley
correctly states, it is a "selective order." The so-called UN
action under Resolu.1J.on 678 "was simply ano!her unilateral
action by the United States albeit with some international
cover."123

Unrestricted Nature of Resolution 678

How far the US dominance over the UN decisionmaking process, even if technically lawful, marginalized !he
role of the Security Council as a responsible organ in
international peacemaking can be further gauged from
unrestricted nature of au!horization which was supposed to
have been given to member States under Resolution 678.
By au!horizing !he use cif "all necessary means to uphold
and implement Resolution 660 (1990) and all subsequent
resolutions and restore international peace and security in
the area," Resolution 678 appears to have restricted the use
of force and other necessary means to !he liberation of
Kuwait.
.
The expression "to restore international peace and
security", taken from Article 39 and generally used by !he
Security Council when a breach of peace or an act of
aggression has occurred (see Resolution 60 on Korea), is
generally understood to mean repelling !he aggression.
Restoring !he peace is !hus the end result when the Security
Council stops aggression. But !hese words in Resolution 678
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were understood to give the UN members "carte blanche
vis-a-vis Iraq after January 15, including the waging of war
on whatever terms and in whatever ways they (chose)" 124
We have already seen that neither the Security Council
nor the Secretary-General had any role to play about initiation
of hostilities or the conduct of war against Iraq. In fact once
the hostilities began, US President's press conferences and
military news briefings did not care to "maintain even the
pretense of a United Nations presence or involvement".
Indeed, except in some peripheral ways, nobody bothered
or even heard about the United Nations' role after 16
January 1991, not until the temporary cease-fire and almost
complete devastation of Iraq's military and even civilian
infra-structure by the US led coalition. l25 With a hindsight
one realizes how right Yemen's Ambassador, AI-Ashtal, was
when he warned in the Security Council that Resolution 678
was "so broad and vague" that it would allow nations to use
the UN flag to make war independently; "a classic case", he
said, "of authority without responsibility."'2J3
Force should be "Necessary and Proportionate" to
the objective

Right from the very beginning of the Gulf crisis, ever
since the Security Council adopted Resolution 660, the
main, if not the sole, objective of the United Nations was the
vacation ofIraq's aggression and occupation of Kuwait. The
United Nations went on increasing pressure on Iraq through
ten further resolutions it adopted to achieve that objective.
Ultimately, the UN was left with nO alternative but to permit
the use of force by Resolution 678 to drive Iraq out of
KUWait. The force that was permitted by this resolution
must, therefore, be necessary and proportionate to the
achievement of this objective. The course of hostilities,
however, clearly showed that the US and its coalition partners
did not want to be limited to s~'ch "necessary" force, nor
were they concerned about its "proportionality" to the
objective.
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On 17 January 1991, perhaps the biggest and the most
powerful air attack in history was launched on Iraq with
wave upon wave of strikes by the American, British and
French aircraft fighters, supported by cruise missiles roaring
off from the American· battleships Wisconsin and Missouri
poised in the Gulf waters, inflicting heavy damage on Iraqi
infra-structure, communications, its chemical, biological and
nuclear facilities. The massive air strike with the newlydeveloped weapons and precision guided bombs was
awesome. Iraq bore the brunt of some 10,000 aerial sorties
by the coalition forces in the first six days. But despite all the
damage and destruCtion, of not only military infra-structure
but civilian targets ·like power plants, petroleum industries,
baby milk food factory, hospitals and bridges and death of
thousands of civilians, even ,the "smart" bombs and electronic
warfare could not cripple Iraqi defence.'"
In order to widen the conflict and seek Arab support,
Iraq retaliated by launching scud missiles attack on Israel
and Saudi Arabia. The coalition forces replied by continuing
intense bombing right into the heart of Iraq. The United
States alone ran some 92,000 air sorties, dropping 88,500
tons of bombs including napalm, cluster bombs and "daisy
cutter" bombs of near-nuclear intensity. Further, although
the Pentagon claimed that its bombing was very accurate,
US Air Force Chief admitted that 70 per cent of the bombs
on Iraq missed their targets. Since most of the bombing was
conducted in urban areas many of the errant bombs fell on
civilians."· A UN team which investigated the damage in
these air atta~ks called the bombing "near apocalyptic" and
said that it reduced life in Iraq to "pre-industrial age" and
left Iraq unable to produce industrial goods to any Significant
degree. The team found that the bombing destroyed major
economic sites, such as sewage and water treatment facilities,
and electrical generating plants.'''
Was all this use of force and "carpet bombing" of Iraq
necessary for achievement of the objective laid down by
Resolution 660 and declared by President Bush himself,
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viz., vacation ofIraqi forces from Kuwait and the restoration
of its legitimate government?"O As the air strikes continued
and President Saddam Hussain remained defiant, President
Bush announced that the US was determined to knock out
the whole of Iraq's militmy arsenal.'" In a Senate hearings
in December 1990, Seccetary Baker pointed out that besides
ejecting Iraq from Kuwait, destroying a large part of Iraq's
army was a war objective. The United States had, therefore,
extended its aim beyond Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait, viz.,
a diminution of Imq's future military capacity and Secretary
Baker acknowledged that this aim fell outside Resolution
678.'32
In fact there was speculation all around that the US
objective was to kill the top Iraqi leadership. There were
news reports that every command bunker in Baghdad was
targeted with the expectation that Saddam Hussain would
be operating out of one of them.'" US Secretary of State
James Baker argued that removing President Saddam Hussain
might fall within the authorization of Resolution 678 since
the new Iraqi leadership might withdraw from Kuwait.'"
Iraq was slowly being paralyzed. But despite all this
devastation of his country President Saddam Hussain did
not fall on his knees and did not surrender. On 22 February
1991, the US demanded that Iraq leave Kuwait within one
week. Iraq was prepared to withdraw within three weeks but
requested a cease-fire first so that Iraqi forces would not be
attacked while retreating. The United States refused to
cease-fire and gave Iraq an ultimatum to start withdrawing
the next day. Since Iraq did not comply, on 23 February
1991, the coalition forces began a ground assault moving
hundreds of tanks and tens of thousands of troops from
positions in Saudi Arabia into Iraq and Kuwait under cover
of thundering artillery and naval gunfire.
Since Iraq had already agreed to withdraw from Kuwait
and there. was a reasonable prospect it could not hold on
much longer under the severe air attacks by coalition forces,
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further force could not be considered necessary for getting
Iraq out of Kuwait. But as it was made clear by both the US
National Security Adviser, Brent Scowcroft, and the US
Military leaders, the purpose of US assault was to damage
the Iraqi forces sufficiently and shatter iis best divisions sO
that Iraq would be left with "no offensive capacity. "'35 This
was surely beyond the call of Resolution 678 by any
reckoning.· But not for the United States.
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I'll platned that "when enemy armies are defeated, they
I'Nl'lml often in disorder, and we have what is known in the
hllslness as the exploitation phase". He added: "It's during
thtH phase that the true fruits of victory are achieved from
c:ombal."139 But it is questionable if such "fruits of victory"
W(~I'e permitted by Resolution 678, and if such merciless
1\llIlng of retreating Iraqi troops was "necessary" and
"pl'oportionate" to the objective laid down by the Security
Conncil.

LAWFULNESS OF EXCESSIVE USE OF
FORCE AGAINST IRAQ

War continues Against Defeated Iraq

Continuous pressure of unabated air attacks coupled
with intense ground attack was enough to break Iraq's back.
On 26 February 1991, Iraqi forces began to withdraw from
Kuwait. Iraq asked that it be allowed to pull out without
being attacked. Amidst intense diplomatic negotiations in
and outside the United Nations to stop the war, the Soviet
Union supported Iraq's request in the Security Council. But
the United States refused and President Bush said about the
Iraqi withdrawal: "This changes nothing. The allied assault
will continue with undiminished intensity".l36 The Security
Council, rather the United States, wanted a clear formal,
Written acceptance of all resolutions before it would move
forward.
As Iraqi troops fled north on the highway retreating
from Kuwait, the US forces bombed and fired on them
\\1thout any f~r of being attacked back. A massive convoy
of Iraqi vehicles was left in ruins and thousands of fleeing
Iraqis died. It waofreported that there were 25 to 50 thousand
casualties in the Iraqi armed forces."" The US Commanders
justified the slaughter on the ground that the Iraqi forces
were taking their eqUipment and arms with them and were
therefore not out of combat.!" The Iraqi forces were obviously
leaving the scene of battle as fast as they could and had their
arms simply trying to save themselves. If the United Nations
mandate was to get Iraqi forces out of KUWait, the question
may be asked if this bombing was "necessary" and what
purpose would it achieve?
'
The US Air Force Chief of Staff, General Merrill McPeak
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Continuous Force to Ensure Peace and Security

The United States Government argued that Resolution
li'7H permitted military action to diminish Iraq's military
':lLpaclty. The SecuritY Council authorized "all necessary
nwans" to ensure Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait as well as
"10 I'eslore internatiOnal peace and security in the area". The
hlll('!' objective, it' was asserted, "can encompass actions
",nch as attacks to destroy or weaken Iraqi military assets far
li'om Ihe Iraqi,iKuwait border, that normally might not be
"onsidered legitimate for purposes of self-defense. "'40
Hedncing Iraq's offenSive capability, it was argued, would
ClIlsllrc peace and security in the region by making Iraq less
Ilb!(, to strike neighbouring States."! Even some serious
NdlOlars, such as Eugene Rostow, argued that Article 39
IlLngnage used in Resolution 678 meant "that the lawful goal
1'1' the war, viewed as a war of self-defense, was not simply to
J,"'"e Iraq out of Kuwait, so that it could wait, fully armed,
IInlillhe United States and other coalition forces went home
and il perfected its nuclear, chemical, and biological warfare
"apabilities." It meant, said Rostow, that "the coalition fighting
Imq could seek not simply to liberate KUWait, but to make it
Impossible for Iraq to continue the extraordinary career of
"onquest it has pursued since 1979." In support, Rostow
dt.ed a stat.ement by Vattel made two centuries ago that in
the exercise of their right of self-defence, victim States have
II "right to provide for their future security, and to chastise
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gasoline, TV and radio "while civilians were bombed in
their homes, business, shops, markets, schools, churches,
hospitals, public places and roadways" .'46
The purpose of the bombing in Iraq, according to
Clarke and his associates, could "only be explained rationally
as the destruction of Iraq as a viable State for a generation Or
more." Raising the question if United Nations could be a
party to such lawless violence, the American observers
answered:
"No UN resolution authorizes any military assault on
Iraq, except as is necessary to drive Iraqi forces from
Kuwait. The bombing that has occurred throughout
Iraq is the clearest violation of international law and
norms for armed conflict, including the Hague and
Geneva Conventions and the Nuremberg Charier. It is
uncivilized, brutal, racist by any moral standard. With
few if any exceptions we witnessed, the destruction is
not conceivably within the language or contemplation
of Security Council Resolution 678."'47
Different Law for UN Action?

Supporters ofthe US Government sometimes questioned
if "a UN authorized military action must comply with all the
laws of war in order to achieve the Security Council's
objective." As Scheffer said:
"One could argue that the higher moral objective of a
collective security action (for example, to restore
international peace and security and eliminate the
aggressive use of nuclear, chemical, Or biological
weapons, Or other threats of future aggression) might
permit a larger degree of collateral civilian casualties
and property damage than the use of more higWy
destructive weaponry that otherwise would be prohibited
by the laws of war, particularly in a limited self-defence
action. "148
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Such questions were also raised during the Korean war.
In 1952, a Committee of the American Society of
International Law expressed some doubt if the laws of war
were "fully applicable" to a UN force opposing an
aggressor.'" The Committee felt that the United Nations
should not feel bound by all laws of war but should select
those rules that "fit its purposes."'50
Although Scheffer himself admitted that it was a debatable
issue,'" such a proposition could never be accepted because
it would make nonsense of all laws of war. It is widely
recognized, and the Nuremberrg and Tokyo trials haye left
no doubt about it, that all the belligerents must observe the
civilized laws of war and individuals violating these rules
can be held personally responsible for their actiqns of
commission and omission for whatever cause they fight.
Neither superior orders nor any "just" or moral cause can
absolve them of their responsibility. As the Institut de Droit
International, after some years of study and debate, concluded
in 1971, that UN forces engaged in hostilities, even if against
an aggressor, must comply in all circumstances with the
humanitarian rules of armed conllict, including the protection
of civilian persons and property.'52 In fact it was never
seriously suggested by any "responsible authority" dUring
the Gulf war that violations of laws of war by Iraq could
"release the coalition forces from their obligations under the
law of armed conflict."'S3 In spite of thiS, however, the vast
devastation of civilian targets and life that resulted in bombing
of Iraq, Professor Schader admits, "suggests that the legal
standards of distinction and proportionality did not have
much practical effect. ~.'" The U.s. and its coalition partners,
therefore, cannot be.}i.bsolved of their responsibility.
Iraq Accepts-Defeat
,/!;

While Iraq was burning, the Security Council and the
whole world was mutely watching. The Council could do
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and Kuwait to respect the inviolability of the 1963 IraqKuwait boundary; guaranteed the inviolability ofthat border;
established a demilitarized zone and requested a UN unit to
monitor it; decided that Iraq would unconditionally accept
the destruction, removal or rendering harmless of all
chemical, biological weapons and all ballistic missiles of 150
km. range; demanded that Iraq submit location, number
and types of such weapons; decided to appoint a commission
to inspect the sites of all chemical, biological and missile
capabilities and supervise their destruction; asked IAEA to
inspect Iraq's nuclear capabilities and submit a plan for
their destruction; reaffirmed Iraq's liability under internationai
law for any direct loss, damage or injury to foreign
governments, nationals and corporations, as a result of its
occupation of Kuwait; and called upon Iraq to inform the
Security Council that it would not commit or support any
act of international terrorism.
Howsoever humiliating Or oppressive it might have been,
Iraq had no choice but to accept it, which it did on 6 April
1991.'"

nothing because it was not even called into session, and it
did not meet for nearly ten weeks after the military action
started. When at last the Council meeting was convened on
13 February, it was decided to have closed meeting.
On 27 February 1991, Kuwait city was liberated. On 28
February Iraq accepted defeat and conveyed to the Security
Council its acceptance of all the resolutions and promised to
release all paws immediately after the cease-fire. On 28
February at midnight the United States and coalition forces
agreed to suspend offensive combat operations and declared
a temporary cease-fire.
On 2 March 1991, the Security Council adopted
Resolution 686 by II votes to I (Cuba), with three abstentions
(China, Yemen, India). The resolution reaffirmed the
previous resolutions and required Iraq to take steps to
implement them. It demanded that Iraq rescind. its annexation
of Kuwait, return all paws and Kuwait detainees; accept in
principle its liability under international law for war damages
in Kuwait and elsewhere; help in the rebuilding of Kuwait;
cease further military actions; provide all information and
assistance in identifying Iraqi mines, booby traps, and other
explosives, as well as any chemical and biological weapons
in Kuwait Or where allied forces were located. The resolution
authorized the US led coaliLon to use all necessary means to
ensure Iraqi compliance wiLl, the UN resolutions and the
terms of the formal cease-fire yet to be arrived at. On 3
March, Iraq agreed to fulfill all the obligations laid down for
it in Resolution 686.

Not a UN TriUlnph

Cease-fire Resolution 687 of 3 April 1991

The Security Council adopted on 3 April 1991 Resolution
687 by 12 votes to I (Cuba), with 2 abstentions (Ecuador
and Yemen) fonually ending the Gulf war. This nine-part
resolution set out specific conditions for the restoration of
peace and security in the region. It asked, inter alia, Iraq
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If this was supposed to be a great triumph for the United
Nations and effectiveness of its enforcement action, it was
neither. It was not a UN action, as the UN Secretary General,
Perez de Cuellar, went on insisting, not even a UN sponsored
action, but an aclion which was conducted in spite of the
United Nations in which the UN had no role to play but was
mer",ly a mute, helpless witness to a ruthless devastaling war
in which tremendous force, unnecessary and far out of
proportion to the original objective, was used without any
check or remorse. It was the first big' action taken through
the United Nations after the end of the Cold War which had
paralyzed the world body for nearly 45 years. While it
heralded the revival of the Security Council and showed
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how effective it can be if the five permanent members of the
Council agree and cooperate, it also showed how the world
body and its procedure may be used and abused for the
achievement of national objectives and priorities of the only
Super Power left without any checks and balances provided
earlier by the constraints of the Cold War.
Motives for US Action

The United States and other Western Powers were
deeply concerned about the control of oil rich Kuwait by
the intransigent Iraq which would affect the supply of oil
and undermine their economies. Kuwait was not Ethiopia
or Somalia. ~t had precious oil, the life blood of Western
economies.J" No wonder the United States was getting
ready for a showdown with President Saddam Hussain of
Iraq. "Without Kuwait's oil," Professor Weston correctly
points out, "Iraq's aggression would probably have been
dismissed as a minor regional irritant at best, a minor blip
on the radar screen of international diplomacy."'"
The United States not only wanted to remove Saddam
Hussain from power but also establish a firm and
unchallenged control over the oil-rich West Asia to ensure
safe supply of oil for the foreseeable future. Referring to the
real U.S. motives for the Gulf war, Michael Klare said:
"Although President Bush refers continually to the
'liberation of Kuwait', the U.S. plan has far broader
objectives: to eliminate Iraq as a significant competitor
for hegemony in the Gulf; to make Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
and the United Arab Emirates permanently dependent "
on US military power for their external, and possibly
internal, security; to force every local power, including
Israel, to consult Washington when undertaking political,
economic or military initiatives of any significance; and
to deter future challengers ("the next Saddam") from
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contesting American hegemony over Middle East
oilfields. More than this, Washington seeks to rein in
Germany andJapan by forcing them to rely on American
troops to protect their oil deliveries - just as the~' were
once forced to rely on U.S. nuclear arms ("the nuclear
umbrella") to deter attack by the Soviet Union."""
James Ridgeway thought that the true purpose of
"Operation Desert Storm" might be a Middle Eastern map
redrawn to suit U.S. hegemonic interests, with tlle United
States left "in direct military control...[ofJ...over 50 per cent
of all ilte world's oil reserves" in Iraq, KUwait, Saudi Arabia,
and the Gulf Shet'khdoms.'59
. Whatever might have been the real motive of the United
States in waging a war on Iraq, it achieved its purpose by
pressurizing the Security Council to adopt on 29 November
1990 Resolution 678 authorizing the use of all necessary
means after six weeks to drive Iraq out of Kuwait and to
restore international peace and security. The way the United
States steamrolled this resolution through the Security
Council showed that it was determined to do anything to
achieve its objective. But the resolution itself was of
questionable value.
In the Gulf war all the might of the United States and its
33 technologically advanced coalition partners with their
latest. weaponry fell on iraq with such force that it was
relegated to a "pre-industrial age." Moreover, the terrible
destruction of Iraq continued and its cities and towns
continued to be bombarded even after Iraq agreed to
withdraw and had withdrawn from KUWait. Its troops were
attacked and killed when they were retreating from Kuwait.
Sanctions Continue over defeated Iraq

If all this was not enough, victor's justice was enforced
upon defeated and humiliated Iraq through Resolution 687
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of 3 April 1991. Iraq's woes were still not over. In the name
of restoring peace and security in the region the Security
Council decided to destroy the installations in Iraq capable
of mass destruction and particularly of nuclear, chemical
and biological weapons. Limitations on the supply of arms
and of high-technology instruments were also mandated in
the 3 April 1991 resolution. The IAEA continued to inspect
Iraqi nuclear sites and as the Iraqis hesitated to cooperate,
on 11 October 1991, the Security Council approved plans
submitted by the Director General of IAEA for future
monitoring and verification of Iraqi compliance with
Resolution 687 which set the conditions for cease-fire in the
GuILI60
Intervention to Protect Iraqi Minorities

As the Saddam Hussain regime weakened in Iraq, it led
to uprising by Kurds and Shi'ite minorities. But they were
ruthlessly suppressed and brutally beaten by forces loyal to
Saddam Hussain. The humanitarian concern for the fate of
these minority communities in Iraq led to demands for UN
involvement and proposals for military action by the US
and coalition forces. The United States and its allies
contemplated establishment of military camps for the
ostensible purpose of providing protection to Kurds in
Northern Iraq. An added element in the Iraqi situation was
the large-scale exodus of the Kurdish and Shiite minorities
into Turkey and Iran giving rise to tension between these
countries and Iraq. Taking account of this situation, the
Security Council adopted Resolution 688 on 5 April 1991
condemning Iraq's repression of the Kurds and other
minorities as a threat to international peace and security. -,
The Council insisted that Iraq allow access to international
humanitarian organizations and requested the SecretaryGeneral to use all the means at his disposal to address the
critical needs of the displaced population of Iraq. The
resolution was understood to provide further ground for
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continuing economic sanctions, but it did not refer to renewed
military action. 161
While the United States President Bush declared on 15
April 1991, that he was not going to involve American
troops in any civil war, on 17th April American forces
moved into Iraq to guard refugee camps for the Kurds.
Irrespective of what Resolution 688 said, the United States
maintained that it provided unimpeded UN access to refugees
inside Iraq and gave the US sufficient authority to cross the
border from support bases in Turkey. The European
Community followed the leader and endorsed the US
interpretation of Resolution 688. It was left only for the
otherwise mild and docile UN Secretary-General, Perez de
Cuellar, to question first, the US assumed authority to send
its troops inside Iraq, and secondly, its right to provide USled relief work izside Iraqi territory without Iraq's consent.
The Secretary-C eneral said that Iraq's consent and a new
UN Council resolution were needed f(J1<t~e lawful
establishment of refugee camps in Iraqi territory.162 But the
United States was not to be dissuaded by such insignificant
objections by the UN Secretary-General or VOciferous protests
by Iraq and declared that it would go ahead with militarybacked relief operation~. RealiZing that discretion is better
part of valour, on 18 April Iraq signed an agreement with
the UN to distribute relief aid to Kurdish refugees. In order
to get foreign troops out of Northern Iraq, Saddam Hussain
reached a IS-point agreement with Kurdish leaders in the
last week of April by which Iraq agreed, inter alia, to
concede Kurdish autonomy.l"
It is interesting to note here ,the irony of fate among the
different minority communities in Iraq. The overwhelming
focus of international attention o~"the misery of Iraq's Kurds
overshadowed the plight of Shi'ite. in the South. Unlike
Kurds, Shi'ite rebellion was ignored by the United States
and its Western allies because a pro-Iranian Shi'i-dominated
State was not tolerable to the West as well as to GCC. As a
result, even the UN concentrated on the Kurds and altogether
ignored the misery of Shi'ites. l64
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v
CONCLUSION
The role that the Security Council played in the Gulf
crisis is neither encouraging nor promising for the future.
While this most powerful organ of the United Nations was
supposed to become active and effective after the Cold War
to face serious threats to international peace and security, it
seems to have surrendered and abdicated its obligations
under the influence and pressure of the United States in the
newly-emergent unipolar world. It took its most important
decision to use force against Iraq by a resolution (Res.678)
of doubtful legal authority, adopted by highly questionable
pressure diplomacy, and unilaterally rejected non-violent
options giving virtually unrestricted license to kill and destroy
a small third-world nation. And yet, in an address to a joint
session of the US Congress about five weeks into the Gulf
-.crisis, President'Bush declared:
''Today [aJ new world is struggling to be born. A world
quite different from the one we have known. A world
where the rule of law supplants the rule of jungle.
America and the world must support the rule of law" 165
But what we saw was the determination of the United
States to finish Iraq at any cost. The UN was marginalized
and hau practically no role to play. The Security Council
was not even permitted to meet for several months when <,
Iraq was burning, and when it did meet it was only in a
closed session. It was the United States which decided when
to start the war, how to conduct it, and when to finish it. In
the end, the Security Council was called to endorse a
resolution dictated by the United States concluding the war
on the terms it deemed appropriate. One cannot avoid a
strong apprehension that "the United Nations, financially
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dependent upon the United States and stripped of the prior
check and balance of Cold War rivalry, has become but a
venue for imposing upon the world a pax Or lex americana,
apprehension that the new world order' of which President
Bush speaks will in fact be a unipolar world of unbridled
American power in which Washington will enforce its
economic and strategic policies world-wide in whatever way
it sees fit. "166 This is not "enforcement of international law" 167,
as it is sometimes claimed but enforcement of American
will and a declaration that what America says is law. l68
This is really unfortunate because the United States,
despite all its power and influence, cannot run the United
Nations alone. It needs the cooperation and support of
other States not only its allies in Europe and]apan, but even
smaller, newly-independent poor, turbulent States from Asia,
Africa and Latin America. They have their own interests to
protect and cannot always be privy to American interests.
Even if the Soviet Union and its power has collapsed, new
centres of e\lonornic power and influence have emerged to
rival the Ameri<:an power. Even the poor, underdeveloped
countries are no longer meek and quiet and have learned to
join hands together in the United Nations and out of it.
Moreover, we are living in an increasingly inter-dependent
international society. Our world is each year being drawn
together by reach of modern weapons, no longer confined
to United States or even its allies, nature of modern
communications, the needs of increasing populations, and
demands for one cleaner environment of our small planet
earth. Global problems require a global approach and a
global approach is not possible without an effective
international organization - the United Nations - which
belongs to all and not only to a few powerful States.
A United Nations which is wholly controlled by the
United States for the furtherance of only its interests will .
loose the confidence of other States. !fits authority is misused
or abused it will not last. We can't do without the United
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,Nations. But if the United Nations cannot do without the
support of the United States and other big Powers, the
cooperation of the smaller, weaker but presently dissatisfied
States is equally indispensable. The weak, it has been rightly
pointed out, are the gravest danger to the powerful. The
weak are as great a danger to the strong, according to
Rabindranath Tagore, as qUicksand is to the elephant. They
do not assist progress because they do not cooperate, they
'merely drag down. The dissatisfied members of the world
community possess enOrmous blackmailing power which
they can increasingly learn to create problems. The powerful
nations must understand the feelings and aspirations of the
so-called Third World which has become aware of its
existence, which is organizing itself and which aspires to live
a worthwhile life after years of obscurity, privation and
exploitation. They cannot employ economic or political
pressure on the big Powers. Their only weapon is the
Charter. They have no army, no military ars.enal to match,
but they have immeasurable faith in the United Nations
which should not be shattered. They know thatlUN authority
and its achievements are modest, but they have no other
means. A United Nations which the majority dominate was
not the one conceived by its founders, but a United Nations
which the powerful manipulate is not the organization they
crave for. The majority has neither the power, nor ambition,
nor desigos to dominate. But neither has it the inclination to
capitulate. Their only hope is to cooperate. It is only through
cooperation of all States and not by dominance of a few that
the United Nations can succeed in saving the future
generations from the scourge of war for which it was basically
created.
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APPENDIX-I
RESOLUTIONS OF THE U.N. SECURITY
COUNCIL DEALING WITH THE
GULF CRISIS

Resolution 660 (2 August 1990)
The Security Council

Alarmed by the invasion of Kuwait on 2 AugUst 1990 by
the military forces of Iraq,
Determining that there exists a breach of international
peace and security as regards the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait,
Acting under Articles 39 and 40 of the Charter of the
United Nations,
1. Condemns the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait;
2. Demands that Iraq withdraw immediately and
unconditionally all its forces to the positions in which they
were located on 1 August 1990;
3. Calls upon Iraq and Kuwait to begin immediately
intensive negotiations for the resolution of their differences
and supports all efforts in this regard, and especially those of
the League of Arab States;
4. Decides to me"t again as necessary to consider further
steps to ensure compliance with the present resolution.
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APPENDIX - II
Resolution 661 (6 August 1990)
The Security Council,

Reaffirming its Resolution 660 (1990) of 2 August 1990,
Deeply concerned that that resolution has not been
implemented and that the invasion by Iraq ofKuwait continues
with further loss of human life and material destruction,
Determined to bring the invasion and occupation ofKUwait
by Iraq to an end and to restore the spvereigoty, independence
and territorial integrity of Kuwait,
Noting that the legitimate Government of Kuwait has
expr~ssed its readiness to comply with Resolution 660 (1990),
Mindful of its responsibilities under the Charter of the
United Nation" for the maintenance of international peace
and security,
Affirming the inherent right of individual or collective
self-defence, in response to the armed attack by Iraq against
Kuwait, in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,
1. Determines that Iraq so far has failed to comply with
paragraph 2 of Resolution 660 (1990) and has usurped the
authority of the legitimate Government of Kuwait;
2. Decides, as a consequence, to take the following
measures to secure compliance ofIraq with paragraph 2 of
Resolution 660 (1990) and to restore the authority of the
legitimate Government of Kuwait;
3. Decides that all States shall prevent:
(a) The import into their territories of all commodities
and products originating in Iraq Or KUWait exported therefrom
after the date of this resolution,
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(b) Any activities by their .nationals or in their territories
which would promote Or are calculated to promote the
export or trans-shipment of any commodities Or products
from Iraq Or Kuwait; and any dealings b)' their nationals Or
their flag vessels or in their territories in any commodities or
products originating in Iraq or Kuwait and exported therefrom
after the date of this resolution, including, in particular any
transfer of funds to Iraq Or Kuwait for the purposes of such
activities or dealings,
(c) The sale or supply by their nationals or from their
territories or using their flag vessels of any commodities Or
products, including weapons Or any other military eqUipment,
whether or not originating in their territories but not including
supplies intended strictly for medical purposes, and, in
humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs, to any persons Or
body in Iraq Or Kuwait or to any person or body for the
purposes of any business carried on in Or operated from Iraq
Or Kuwait, and any activities by their nationals or in their
territories which promote or are calculated to promote such
sale Or supply of such commodities or products,
4. Decides that all States shall not make available to the
Government of Iraq or to any commercial, industrial or
public utility undertaking in Iraq Or Kuwait, any funds or any
other financial or economic resources and shall prevent their
nationals and any persons within their territories from
removing from their territories or otherwise making aVailable
to that Government or to any such undertaking any such
funds or reSOUrces and from remitting any other funds to
persons or bodies within Iraq or Kuwait, except payments
exclUSively for strictly medical or humanitarian purposes
and, in humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs;
5. Calls upon all States, including States non-members of
tlle United Nations, to act strictly tn accordance with the
provisions of this resolution nOtwithstanding any contract
entered into or licence granted before the date of this
resolution;
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6. Decides to establish, in accordance with rule 28 of the
provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council, a
committee of the Security Council consisting of all the
members of the Council, to undertake the follOwing tasks
and to report on its work to the Council with its observations
and recommendations:
(a) to examine the reports on the progress of the
implementation of this resolution which will be submitted by
the Secretary-General;
(b) to seek from all States further information regarding
the action taken by them concerning the effective
implementation of the provisions laid down in this resolution;

7. Calls upon all States to CO-Dperate fully with the
Committee in the fulfillment of its task, inclUding supplying
sum information as may be sought by the Committee in
pursuance of this resolution;
8. Requests the Secretary-General to prOvide all necessary
assistance to the Committee and to make the necessary
arrangements in the Becretariat for the purpose;
9. Decides that, notwithstanding paragraphs 4 through 8,
nothing in this resolution shall prohibit assistance to the
legitimate Government of Kuwait, and calls upon all States:
(a) to take appropriate measures to protect assets of the
legitimate Government of KUWait and its agenctes;
(b) not to recognize any regime set up by the Occupying
power;
10. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council
on the progress of the implementation of this resolution, the
first report to be submitted withtn thirty days;
11. Decides to keep this iternon its agenda and to continue
its efforts to put an early end to the invasion by Iraq.
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APPENDIX - III

APPENDIX - IV

Resolution 662 (9 August 1990)

Resolution 664 (18 August 1990)

75

The Security Council

The Security Council

Recalling its Resolutions 660(1990) and 661(1990),
Gravely alarmed by the declaration by Iraq of a
"comprehensive and lIternal merger" with Kuwait,
Demanding, once 'again, that Iraq withdraw immediately
and unconditionally all its forces to the positions in which
they were located on 1 August 1990,
Determined to bring the occupation of Kuwait by Iraq to
an end and to restore the sovereignly, independence and
territorial integrily of Kuwait,
Determined also to restore,the authorily of the legitimate
Government of Kuwait,

Recalling the Iraqi invasion and purported annexation of
_Kuwait and Resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990), and 662
(1990),
Deeply concerned for the s<ifely and well-being of third
State nationals in Iraq and Kuwait,
Recalling the obligations of Iraq in this regard under _
international law,
Welcoming the efforts of the Secretary-General to pursue
urgent consultations with the Government of Iraq follOwing
the concern and anxiely expressed by the members of the
Council on 17 August 1990,
Acting under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter,

I. Decides that annexation of Kuwait by Iraq under- any
form and whatever pretext has no legal validily, and is
considered null and void;
2. Calls upon all States, international organizations and
specialized agencies not to recognize that annexation, and to
refrain from any action or dealing that might be interpreted
as an indirect recognition of the annexation;
3. Further demands that Iraq rescind its actions purporting
to annex Kuwait;
4. Decides to keep this item on its agenda and to continue
its efforts to put an early end to the occupation.

1. Demands that Iraq permit and facilitate the immediate
departure from Kuwait and Iraq of the nationals of third
countries and grant immediate and continuing access of
consular offiCials to such nationals;
2. Further demands that Iraq take no action to jeopardise
the safely, securily or health of such nationals;
3. Reaffirms its decision in Resolution 662 (1990) that
annexation of KUWait by Iraq is null and void, and therefore
demands that the Government of Iraq rescind its orders for
the closure of diplomatic and consular missions in Kuwait
and the withdrawal of the immunily of their personnel, and
refrain from any such actions in the future;
4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Council
on compliance with this resolution at the earliest possible
time.
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APPENDIX-V
Resolution 665 (25 August 1990)
The Security eohncil

Recalling its Resolutiorts 660 (1990), 661 (1990),662 (1990)
and 664(1990) and demanding their full and immediate
implementation,
Having decided in Resolution 661 (1990) to impose
economic sanctions under Chapter vn of the Charter of the
United Nations,
Determined to bring an end to the occupation of Kuwait
by Iraq which imperils the existence of a Member State and
to restore the legitimate authority, and the sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity of Kuwait which reqUires
the speedy implementation of the above resolutions,
Deploring the loss of innocent life stemming from the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and determined to prevent further
such losses,
Gravely alarmed that Iraq continues to refuse to comply
with Resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990),662 (1990), and 664
(1990) and in particular at the conduct of the, Government of
Iraq in using Iraqi flag vessels to export oil,
1. Calls upon those Member States. co-ordinating with
the Government of Kuwait which are deploying maritime
forces to the area to use such measures commensurate to the
specific circumstances as may be necessary under the authority
of the Security Council to halt all inward and outward
maritime shipping in order to inspect and verify their cargoes
and destinations and to ensure strict implementation of the
proviSions related to such shipping laid down in Resolution
661 (1991);
2. Invites Member States accordingly to co-operate as
may be necessary to ensure compliance with the proviSions

-,

of Resolution 661 (1990) with maximum use of political and
diplomatic measures, in accordance with paragraph 1 above;.
3. Requests all States to prOvide in accordance with the
Charter such assistance as may be required by the States
referred to in paragraph 1 of this resolution;
4. Further requests the States concerned to co-ordinate
their actions in pursUit of the above paragraphs of this
resolution using as appropriate mechanisms of the Military
Staff Committee and after consultation with the SecretaryGeneral to submit reports to the Security Council and its
Committee established Under Resolution 661 (1990) to
facilitate the monitoring of the implementation of this
resolution,

5. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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APPENDIX - VI
Resolution 666 (13 Septem.ber 1990)
The Security Council

Recalling its Resolution 661 (1990), paragraphs 3(c) and 4
of which apply, except in humanitarian circumstances, to
fo odstuffs,
Recognizing that circumstances may arise in which it will
be necessary for foodstuffs to be supplied to the civilian
population in Iraq or Kuwait in order to relieve human
suffering,
Noting that in this respect the Committee established
under paragraph 6 of that resolution has received
communications from several Member States,
Emphasizing that it is for the Security Council, alone or
acting through the Committee, to determine whether
humanitarian circumstances have arisen,
Deeply concerned that Iraq has failed to comply with its
obligations under Security Council Resolution 664 (1990) in
respect 'of the safety and well-being of third State nationals,
and reaffirming that Iraq retains full responSibility in this
regard under international humanitarian law including, where
'applicable, the Fourth Geneva Convention,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter uf the United
Nations,
I. Decides that in order to make the necessary

determination whether or not for the purposes of paragraph
3(c) and paragraph 4 of Resolution 661 (1990) humanitarian
circumstances have arisen, the Committee shall keep the
situation regarding foodstuffs in Iraq and Kuwait under
constant review;
2. Expects Iraq to comply with its obligations under
Security Council Resolution 664 (1990) in respect of third
State nationals and reaffirms that Iraq remains fully responsible
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for their safety and well-being in accordance with international
humanitarian law including, where applicable, the Fourth
Geneva COnvention;
3. Requests, for the purposes of paragraphs I and 2 of
this resolution, that the Secretary-General seek urgently, and
on a continuing basis, information from relevant United
Nations and other appropriate humanitarian agencies and all
other SOUrces on the availability of food in Iraq and Kuwait,
such information to be communi.s:ated by the SecretaryGeneral to the Committee regularly;
4. Requests further that in seekiI).g and supplying such
information particular attention will be paid to such categories
of persons who might stiffer specially, su~h as children under
15 years of age, expectant mothers, maternity cases, the sick
and the elderly;
5. Decides that if the Committee, after receiving the
reports from the Secretary-General, determines that
circumstances have arisen in which there is an urgent
humanitarian need to supply foodstuffs to Iraq or Kuwait in
order to relieve human sufferings, it will report promptly to
the Council its decision as to how such need should be met;
6. Directs the Committee that in formulating its decisions
it should bear in mind that foodstuffs should be provided
through the United Nations in co-operation with the
International Committee ofthe Red Cross or other appropriate
humanitarian agencies and distributed by them or under
their supervision in order to enSUre that they reacl} the
intended beneficiaries;
7. Requests the Secretary-General to use~is.g'ood offices
to facilitate the delivery. and distribution of food~tuJis to
Kuwait and Iraq in accordance with the provisions ofthis and
other relevant resolutions;
.
R. Recalls thai Resolution 661 (1990) does not apply to
supplies intended for medical purposes, but in this connection
recommends that medical supplies shotildbeexported under
the strict supervision of the Government of the expOrting'
State Or by appropriate humanitarian agenCies..
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APPENDIX - VII
Resolution 667 (16 Septe:rnber 1990)
The Security Council

Reaffirming its Resolutions '660(1990), 661 (199Q),
662(1990),664(1990), 665(1990) and 666(1990),
Recalling the Vienna Convention of 18 April 1961 on
diplomatic relations and of 24 April 1963 on consular relations
to both of which Iraq is a party,
Considering that the decision of Iraq to order the closure
of diplomatic and consular missions in Kuwait and to withdraw
the immunity and privileges of these missions and their
personnel is contrary to the. decisions of the Security Council,
the international conventions mentioned above and
international law,
Deeply concerned that Iraq, notwithstanding the decisions
of the Security Council and the provisions of the conventions
mentioned above, has committed acts of violence against
diplomatic missions and their personnel in Kuwait,
Outraged at recent violations by Iraq of diplomatiC premises
in Kuwait and at the abduction of personnel enjoying
diplomatic immunity and foreign nationals who were present
in these premises,
Considering that the above actions by Iraq constitute
aggreSSive acts and a flagrant violation of its international
obligations which strike at the root of the conduct of
international relations in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations,
Recalling that Iraq is fully responsible for any use of
violence against foreign nationals Or against any diplomatic
or consular missions or its personnel,
Determined to ensure respect for its decisions and for
Article 25 of the Charter of the United Nations,
Furtlter considering that the grave nature of Iraq's actions,
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which constitute a new escalation of its violations of
international law, obliges the Council not only to express its
immediate action but also to consult urgently to take further
concrete measures to ensure Iraq's compliance with the
Council's resolutions,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,
I. Strongly condemns aggreSSive acts perpetrated by Iraq
against diplomatiC premises and personnel in Kuwait,
including the abduction of foreign nationals who were present
in those premises;
2. Demands the immediate release of those foreign
nationals, as well as all nationals mentioned in Resolution
664 (1990) ;
3. Furtlter demands that Iraq immediately and fully
comply with its international obligations under Resolutions
660 (1990),662 (1990) and 664(1990), of the Security Council,
the Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular
Relations and international law ;
4. Furtlter demands that Iraq immediately protect the
safety and well-being of diplomatic and consular personnel
and premises in Kuwait and in Iraq and take no action to
hinder the diplomatic and consular missions in the
performance of their functions, including access to their
nationals and the protection of their person and interest;
5. Reminds all States that they are obliged to observe
strictly Resolutions 661 (1990), 662(1990), 664 (1990), 665
(1990) and 666 (1990) ;
6. Decides to consult urgently to take further concrete
measures as soon as pOSSible, under Chapter VII of the
Charter, in response to Iraq's continued violation of the
Charter, of resolutions of the Council and of inter:national
law.
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APPENDIX - VIII

APPENDIX - IX

Resolution 669 (24 Septem.ber 1990)

Resolution 670 (25 Septem.ber 1990)

The Security Council

Recalling its Resolution 661 (1990) of 6 August 1990,
Recalling also Article 50 of the Charter of the United
Nations,
Conscious of the fact that an increasing number of requests .
for assistance have been received under the provisions of
Article 50 of the Charter of the United Nations,
Entrusts the Committee established under Resolution
661 (1990) concerning the situation between Iraq and KUWait
with the task of examining requests for assistance under the
provisions of Article 50 of the Charter of the United Nations
and making recommendations to the President ofthe Security
Council for appropriate action.
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The Security Council

Reaffirming its Resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990), 662
(1990), 664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990) and 667 (1990),
Condemning Iraq's continued occupation of KUWait, its
failure to rescind its actions and end its purported annexation
and its holding of third State nationals against their Will, in
flagrant violation of Resolutions 660 (1990), 662 (1990), 664
(1990) and 667 (1990) and of international humanitarian law,
Condemning furtlur the treatment by Iraqi forces of Kuwail:i
nationals, including measures to force them to leave their
own country and mistreatment of persons and properly in
Kuwait in violation of international law,
Noting with grave concern the persistent attempts to evade
the measures laid down in Resolution 661 (1990),
Further noting that a number of States have limited the
number of Iraqi diplomatic and consular officials in their
countries and that others are planning to do so,
Determined to ensure by all necessary means the strict
and complete application of the measures laid down in .
Resolution 661 (1990),
Determined to ensure respect for its decisions and the
provisions of Articles 25 and 48 of the Charter of the United
Nations,
Affirming that any acts of the Government of Iraq which
are contrary tathe above-mentioned resolution or to Articles
25 or 48 of the Charter of the United Nations, such as Decree
No.377 of the Revolution Command Council of Iraq of 16
. September 1990, are null and void,
Reaffirming its determination to ensure compliance with
Security Council resolutions by maximum use of political
and diplomatic means,
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Welcoming the Secretary-General's use of his good offices
to advance a peaceful resolution based on the relevant
Security Council resolutions and noting with appreciation his
continuing efforts to this end,
Underlining to the Government of Iraq that its continued
failure to comply with the terms ofResolutions 660 (1990),661
(1990), 662 (1990), 664 (1990), 666 (1990) and 667 (1990)
could lead to further serious action by the Council under the
Charter of the United Nations, including under Chapter VII,
Recalling the provisions of Article 103 qf the Charter of
the United Nations,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,
I. Calls upon all States to carry out their obligations to
ensure strict and complete compliance with Resolution 661
(1990) and, in particular, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 thereof;
2. Confirms that Resolution 661 (1990) applies to all
means of transport, including aircraft;
3. Decides that all States, notwithstanding the existence
of any rights or obligations conferred or imposed by any
international agreement or any contract entered into or any
licence or permit granted before the date of the present
resolution, shall deny permission to any aircraft to take off
from their territory if the aircraft would carry any cargo to or
from Iraq or Kuwait other than food in humanitarian
circumstances, subject to authorisation by the Councilor the
Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) and in
accordance with Resolution 666 (1990), or supplies intended
strictly for medical purposes or solely for UNIIMOG;
4. Decides further that all States shall deny permission t,
any aircraft destined to land in Iraq or Kuwait, whatever i,s
State of registration, to overfly its territory unless;

(a) the aircraft lands at an air-field designated by that
State outside Iraq Or Kuwait in order to permit its inspection
to ensure that there is no cargo on board in violation of
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Resolution 661 (1990) or the present resolution, and for this
purpose the aircraft may be detained for as long as necessary,
or;

(b) the particular flight has been approved by the
Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) ; or
(c) the flight is certified by the United Nations as solely
for the purposes of UNIIMOG;
5. Decides that the State shall take all necessary measures .
to ensure that any aircraft registered in its territory Or operated
by an operator who has his principal place of business or
permanent residence in its territory complies with the
provisions of Resolution 661 (1990) and the present resolution;
6. Decides further that all States shall notify in a timely
fashion the Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990)
of any flight between its territory and Iraq 01; Kuwait to Which,
reqUirement to land in paragraph 4 above does not apply,
and the purpose for such a flight;
7. Calls upon all States to co-operate in taking such
measures as may be necessary, consistent with international
law, including the Chicago Convention, to ensure the effective
implementation of the provisions of Resolution 661 (1990) or
the present resolution;
8. Calls upon all States to detain any ships of Iraqi
registry which enter their ports and which are being Or have
been used in violation of Resolution 661 (1990), or to deny.
such ships entrance to their ports except in circumstances
recognised under international law as necessary to safeguard
human life;
9. Reminds all States of their obligations under Resolution
661 (1990) with regard to the freezing of Iraqi assets, and the
protection of the assets of legitimate Government of Kuwait
and its agencies, located within their territory and to report to
the Committee established under Resolution 661 (1990),
regarding those assets;
10. Calls upon all States to prOVide to the Committee
established by Resolution 661 (1990) information regarding
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the action taken by them to implement the provisions laid
down in the present resolution;
II. Affirms that the United Nations Organisation, the
specialised agencies and other international organisations in
the United Nations system are required to take such measures
as may be necessary to give effect to the terms of Resolution
661 (1990) and this resolution;
12. Decides to consider, in the event of evasion of the
pro\lisions of Resolution 661 (1990) or the present resolution
by a ·State Or its. nationals or through its territory, measures
directed at the State in question to prevent such evasion;
13. Reaffirms that the Fourth Geneva Convention applies
to Kuwait and that as a high contracting party to the
Convention Iraq is bound to comply fully with all terms and
in particular, is liable under the Convention in respect to the
grave breaches committed by it, as are individuals who
commit or order the commission of grave breaches.
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APPENDIX-X
Resolution 674 (29 October 1990)
The Security Council

Recalling its Resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990), 662
(1990),664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990),667 (1990) and 670
(1990),
Stressing the urgent need for the immediate and
. uncondItional withdrawal of all Iraqi forces from Kuwait, for
the restoration of Kuwait's sovereignty, independence and
territorial integrity and of the authority of its legitimate
government,

Condemning the actions by the Iraqi authorities and
occupying forces to take third-State nationals hostage and to
mistreat and oppress Kuwaiti and third-State nationals, and
the other actions reported to the Security Council, such as
the destruction of Kuwaiti demog,.aphic records, the forced
departure of Kuwaitis, the relocation ofpopulation in KUWait
and the unlawful destruction and seizure of public and
private property in Kuwait, including hospital supplies and
equipment, in violation of the decisions of the Council, the
Charter ofthe United Nations, the Fourth Geneva Convention,
the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic and Consular Relations
and international law,
Expressing grave alarm over the situation of nationals of
third States in Kuwait and Iraq, including the personnel of
the diplomatic and consular missions of such States,
Reaffirming that the Fourth Geneva Convention applies
to Kuwait and that as a High Contracting Party to the
Convention Iraq is bound to comply fully with all its terms
and in particular is liable under the Convention in respect of
the grave breaches committed by it, as are individuals who
commit or order the commission of grave breaches,
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Recalling the efforts of the Secretary-General concerning
the safety and well-being of third-State nationals in Iraq and
Kuwait,
Deeply concerned at the economic cost and at the loss and
suffering caused to individuals in Kuwait and Iraq as a result
of the invasion and occupation of Kuwait by Iraq,
Acting under Chapter vn of the Charter of the United
Nations,

***
Reaffirming the goal of the international community of
maintaining international peace and security by seeking to
resolve international disputes and conflicts through peaceful
means,
Recalling the important role that the United Nations and
its Secretary-General have played in the peaceful solution of
disputes and conflicts in conformity with the provisions of the
Charter,
Alarmed by the dangers of the present crisis caused by the
Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait, which directly
threaten international peace and security, and seeking to
avoid any further worsening of the situation,
Calling upon Iraq to comply with the relevant resolutions
of the Security Council, in particular its Resolutions 660
(1990),662 (1990) and 664 (1990),
Reaffirming its determination to ensure compliance by
Iraq with the Security Council resolutions by maximum use
of political and diplomatic means,
A

1. Demands that the Iraqi authorities and occupying
forces immediately cease and desist from taking third-State
nationals hostage, mistreating and oppressing Kuwaiti and
third-State nationals and any other actions, such as those
reported to the Security Council and described above, that
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violate the decisions of this Council, the Charter of the
United Nations, the Fourth Geneva Convention, the Vienna
Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular Relations and
international law;
2. Invites States to collate substantiated information in
their possession Or submitted to them on the grave breaches
by Iraq as per paragraph 1 above and to make this information
available to the Security Council;
3. Reaffirms its demand that Iraq immediately lulfil its
obligations to third-State nationals in Kuwait and Iraq,
including the personnel of diplomatic and consular missions,
under the Charter, the Fourth Geneva Convention, the
Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular Relations,
general principles of international law and the relevant
resolutions of the Council;
4. Also reaffirms its demand that Iraq permit and facilitate
the immediate departure from Kuwait and Iraq of those
third-State nationals, including diplomatic and consular
personnel, who wish to leave;
5. Demands that Iraq enSure the immediate access to
food, water and basic services necessary to the protection
and well-being of Kuwaiti nationals and of nationals of third
States in Kuwait and Iraq, including the personnel of
diplomatic and consular missions in Kuwait;
6. Reaffirms its demand tllat Iraq immediately protect
the safety and well-being of diplomatic and consular personnel
and premises in Kuwait and in Iraq, take no action to hinder
these diplomatic and consular missions in the performance
of their functions, including access to their nationals and the
protection of their person and interests and rescind its orders
for the closure of diplomatic and consular missions in Kuwait
and the withdrawal of the immunity of their personnel;
7. Requests the Secretary-General, in the context of the
continued exercise of his good offices concerning the safety
and well-being of third-State nationals in Iraq and Kuwait, to
seek to achieve the objectives of paragraphs 4,5 and 6 above
and in particular the provision of food, water and basic
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services to Kuwaiti nationals and to the diplomatic and
consular missions in Kuwait and the evacuation of third-State
nationals;
8. Reminds Iraq that under international law it is liable
for any loss, damage or injury arising in regard to Kuwait
and third States, and their nationals and corporations, as a
result of the invasion and illegal occupation of Kuwait by
Iraq;
9. Invites States to collect relevant information regarding
their claims, and those of their nationals and corporations,
for restitution or financial compensation by Iraq with a view
to such arrangements as may be established in accordance
with international law;
10. Requires that Iraq comply with the provisions of the
present resolution and its previous resolutions, failing which
the Security Council will need to take further measures
under the Charter,
II. Decides to remain actively and permanently seized of
the matter until Kuwait has regained its independence and
peace has been restored in conformity with the relevant
resolutions of the Security Council.

B
12. Reposes its trust in the Secretary-General to make
available his good offices and, as he considers appropriate, to
pursue them and to undertake diplomatic efforts in order to
reach a peaceful solution to the crisis caused by the Iraqi
invasion and occupation of Kuwait on the basis of Security
Council Resolutions 660 (1990), 662 (1990) and 664 (1990),
and calls upon all States, both those in the region and others,
to pursue on this basis their efforts to this end, in conformity
with the Charter, in order to improve the situation and
restore peace, security and stability;
13. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security
Council on the results of his good offices and diplomatic
efforts.
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APPENDIX - XI
Resolution 677 (28 November 1990)
The Security Council

Recalling its Resolutions 660 (1990) of2 August 1990, 662
(1990) of 9 August and 674 (1990) of 29 October 1990,
Reiterating its coru;ern for the suffering caused to individuals
in Kuwait as a result of the invasion and occupation of
Kuwait by Iraq,
Gravely concerned at the ongoing attempt by Iraq to alter
the demogTaphic composition of the population of Kuwait
and to destroy the civil records maintained by the legitimate
Government of Kuwait,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,
1. Condemns the attempts by Iraq to alter the
demographic composition of the population of Kuwait and
to destroy the civil records maintained by the legitimate
Government of Kuwait;

2. Mandates the Secretary-General to take custody of a
copy of the population register of Kuwait, the authenticity of
which has been certified by the legitimate Government of
Kuwait and which covers the registration of the population
up to I August 1990;
3. Requests the Secretary-General to establish, in cooperation with the legitimate Government of Kuwait, an
Order of Rules and Regulations governing access to and use
of the said copy of the population register.
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APPENDIX - XII
Resolution 678 (30 Novenlber 1990)
The Security Council

Recalling and roaffirming its Resolutions 660 (1990), 661
(1990), 662 (1990), 664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990), 667
(1990), 669 (1990), 670 (1990), 674 (1990), and 677 (1990),
Noting that, despite all efforts by the United Nations, Iraq
refuses to comply with its obligation to implement Resolution
660 (1990) and the above-mentioned subsequent relevant
resolutions, in flagrant contempt of the Council,
Mindful of its duties and responsibilities under the Charter
of the United Nations for the maintenance and preservation
of international peace and security,
Determined to secure full compliance with its decisions,
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United
Nations,
1. Demands that Iraq comply fully with Resolution 660
(1990) and all subsequent relevant resolutions, and decides,
while maintaining all its decisions, to allow Iraq one final
opportunity, as a pause of goodwill, to do so;
, 2. Authorizes Member States co-operating with the
Government of Kuwait, unless Iraq on or before 15January
1991 fully implements, as set forth in paragraph 1 above, the
foregoing resolutions, to use all necessary means to uphold
and implement Security Council Resolution 660 (1990) and
all subsequent relevant resolutions and to restore international
peace and security in the area;
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3. Requests all States to provide appropriate support for
the actions undertaken in pursuance of paragraph 2 of this
resolution;
4. Requests the States concerned to keep the Council
regularly informed on the progress of actions undertaken
pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3 of this resolution;
5. Decides to remain seized of the matter.
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APPENDIX - XIII
Resolution 686 (2 March 1991)
The Security Council

Recalling and reaffirming its Resolutions 660 (1990), 661
(1990), 662 (1990), 664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990), 667
(1990),669 (1990), 670 (1990),674 (1990), 677 (1990), and 678
(1990),
Recalling the obligations of Member States under Article
25 of the Charter,
Recalling paragraph 9 of Resolution 661 (1990) regarding
assistance to the Government of Kuwait and paragraph 3 (c)
of that resolution regarding supplies strictly for medical
purposes and in humanitarian "circumstances, foodstuffs,
Taking note of the letters of the Foreign Minister of Iraq
confirming Iraq's agreement to comply fully with all of the
resolutions noted above (S;2227,-) and stating its intention to
release prisoners of war immediately (S;22273),
<ra,king note of the suspension of offensive combat
operatic;ns by the forces of Kuwait and the Member States
co-operating with Kuwait pursuant to Resolution 678 (1990),
Bearing in mind the need to be assured of Iraq's peaceful
intentions, and the objective in Resolution 678 (1990) of
restoring international peace and security in the region,
Underlining the importance ~f Iraq .laking the necessary
meaSUres which would permit a definitive end to the hostilities,
Affirming the commitment of all Member States to the
independence, sovereignty and territOrial. integrity of Iraq
and Kuwait and noting the intention expressed by the Member
States cooperating under paragraph 2 of Security Council
Resolution 678 (1990) to bring their military presence in Iraq
to an end as soon as pos2'ble consistent with achieving the
objectives of the resolution,
Acting under chapter VII of the charter,
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I, Affirms tl,at all twelve resolution noted above continue
to have full force and effect;
2, Demands that Iraq implement its acceptance of all
twelve resolutions noted above and in particular that Iraq:
a) Rescind immediately its actions purporting to annex
Kuwait;
b) Accept in principle its liability under international
law [or any loss, damage or injUry arising in regard to
Kuwait and third States and their nationals and
corporations, as a result of the invasion and illegal
occupation by Iraq;
c) Immediately release under the auspices of the
International Committee of the Red Cross, Red Cross
Societies, or Red Crescent Societies, all Kuwaiti and
third country nationals detained by Iraq and return
ilie remains of any deceased Kuwaiti and third country
nationals so detained and;
d) Immediately begin to return. all Kuwaiti property
seized by Iraq, to be completed in the shortest possible
period;

3, Further demands that Iraq:
a) Cease hostile or provocative actions by its forces
against all Member States, including missile attacks
and flights of combat aircraft;
b) DeSignate military commanders to meet with
counterparts from th", forces of Kuwait and the
Member States cooperating with KUWait pursuant to
Resolution 678 (1990) to arrange fOr the military
aspects of a cessation of hostilities at the earliest
possible time;
c) Arrange for immediate access to and release of all
prisoners of war under the auspices ofilie International
Committee of the Red Cross and return the remains
of any deceased personnel of ilie forces of Kuwait
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and the Member States cooperating with Kuwait
pursuant to Resolution 678 (1990); and
d) Provide all information and assistance in identifying
Iraqi mines, booby traps and other explosives as well
as any chemical and biological weapons and material
in Kuwait, in areas of Iraq where forces of Member
States cooperating with Kuwait pursuant to Resolution
678 (1990) are present temporarily and in the adjacent
waters;

4. Recognizes that during the period reqU'red for Iraq to
comply with paragraphs 2 and 3 above, the provisions of
paragraph 2 of Resolution 678 (1990) remain valid;
5. Welcomes the decision of Kuwait and the Member States
cooperating with Kuwait pursuant to Resolution 678
(1990) to provide access and to commence immediately
the release of Iraqi prisoners of war as required by the
terms of the Third Geneva Convention of 1949, under
the auspices of the International Committee of the Red
Cross;
6. Requests all Member States, as well as the United Nations,
the specialized agencies and other international
organizations in the United Nations system, to take all
appropriate action to cooperate with the Government
and people of Kuwait in the reconstruction of their
country;
7. Decides that Iraq shall notity the Secretary-General and
the Security Council when it has taken the actions set out
above;

8. Decides that in or ier to secure the rapid establishment of
a definitive end to the hostilities, the Security Council
reriiains actively seized of the matter.
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APPENDIX - XIV
Resolution 687 (5 April 1991)
The Security Council

Recalling its Resolutions 660 (1990), 661 (1990), 662
(1990), 664 (1990), 665 (1990), 666 (1990), 667 (1990), 669
(1990),670 (1990), 674 (1990), 677 (1990),678 (1990) and 686
(1991),
Welcoming the restoration to Kuwait of its sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity and the return of its
legitimate government,
Affirming the commitment of all Member States to the
sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence
of Kuwait and Iraq and noting the intention expressed by the
Member States cooperating with Kl.\wait under paragraph 2
of Resolution 678 (1990) to bring their military presence in
Iraq to an end as so{)n as possible consistent with paragraph
8 of Resolution 686 (1991),
Reaffirming the need to be assured of Iraq's peaceful
intentions in the light of its unlawful invasion and occupation
of Kuwait,
Taking note of the letter sent by the Minister for Foreign
Affairs ofIraq on February 27,1991 (Sj22275) and those sent
pursuant to Resolution 686 (1991) (Sj22273, Sj22276, Sj22230,
Sj22321 and Sj22330),
Noting that Iraq and Kuwait, as independent sovereign
States, signed at Baghdad on October 4, 1963 "Agreed
Minutes between the State of Kuwait and the Republic of
Iraq Regarding the Restoration of Friendly Relations,
Recognition and Related Matters", thereby recognizng
formally the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait and the
allocation of islands, which were registered with the United
Nations in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the

if
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United Nations and in which Iraq recognized the
independence and complete sovereignty of the State of
Kuwait within its borders as specified and accepted in the
letter of the Prime Minister ofIraq datedJuly 21, 1932, and as
accepted by the Ruler of Kuwait in his letter dated August
10, 1932,
Conscious of the need for demarction of the said boundary,
Conscious also of the statements by Iraq threatening to use
, weapons in violation of its obligations under the Geneva
Protocol for the Prohibition ofthe Use in War of Asphyxiating
Poisonous or Other Gases and of Bacteriological Methods of
Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17June 1925, and of its prior,
use of chemical weapons and affirming that grave
consequences would follow any further use by Iraq of such
weapons,
Recalling that Iraq has subscribed to the Declaration

adopted by all States participating in the Conference of
States Parties to the 1925 Geneva Protocol and Other
Interested States, held in Paris from 7 to 11 January 1989,
establishing the objective of universal elimination of chemical
and biological weapons,
Recalling also that Iraq signed the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling
of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on
their Destruction, of April 10, 1972,
'
Noting the importance of Iraq ratifyirig'1hi; Convention,
Noting mo~eover the importance of all States adhering to
this Convention and encouraging its forthcoming Review
Conference to reinforce the authority, efficiency and universal
scope of the Convention,
Stressing the importance of an early conclusion by the
Conference on Disarmament of its work on a Convention on
the Universal Prohibition of Chemical Weapons and of
universal adherence thereto,
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Aware of the use by Iraq of balIistic missiles in unprovoked
attacks and therefore of the need to take specific measUres in
regard to such missiles located in Iraq,
Concerned by the reports in the hands of Member States
that Iraq has attempted to acquire materials for a nuclearweapons programme contrary to its obligations under the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear-Weapons ofJuly
1, 1968,
Recalling the objective of the establishment of a nuclear
weapon free zone in the region of the Middle East,
Conscious of the threat which all weapons of mass
destruction pose to peace and security in the area and of the
need to work towards the establishment in the Middle East
of a zone free of such weapons,
Conscious also of the objective of achieving balanced and
comprehensive control of armaments in the region,
Conscious further of the importance of achieving the
objectives noted above using alI available means including a
dialogue among the States of the region,
Noting that Resolution 686 (1991) marked the lifting of
the measures imposed by Resolution 661 (1990) in so far as
they applied to Kllwait,
Noting that despite the progress being made in fulfilling
the obligations of Resolution 686 (1991), many Kuwaiti and
third country nationals are still not accounted for and property
remains unreturned.,
Recalling the International Convention Against the Taking

of Hostages, opened for signature at New York on December
18, 1979, which categorizes all acts of taking hostages as
manifestations of international terrorism,
Deploring threats made by Iraq during the recent conflict
to make use 'of terrorism against targets outSide Iraq and the
laking of hostages by Iraq,
Taking note with grave concern of the reports of the
Secretary-General of march 20, 1991 (S/22366) and March
28, 1991 (S/22409) and conscious ~of the necessity to meet
urgently the humanitarian needs in Kuwait and Iraq,
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Bearing in mind its objective of restOring international
peace and security in the area as set out in recent resolutions
of the Security Council,
Conscious of the need to take the following measures
acting under Chapter VII 01 the Charter,
1. affirms all thirteen resolutions noted aLove, except as
expressly changed below to achieve the goals of this.
resolution, in duding a formal cease-fir<'
A

2. Demands that Iraq and Kuwait respect the inviolability of
the international boundary and the allocation of islands
set out in the "Agreed Minutes Between the State of
Kuwait and the Republic ofIraq Regardi;'g the Restoration
offriendly Relations, Recognition and Related Matters",
signed by them in the exercise of their sovereignty at
Baghdad on October 4, 1963 and registered with the
United Nations and published by the United Nations in
document 7063, United Nations, 'lJ;etlty Series, 1964;
3. Calls upon the Secretary-General to lend his assistance to
make arrangements with Iraq and Kuwait to demarcate
the boundary between Iraq and Kuwait, drawing on
appropriate material, including the map transmitted by
Security Council document S;22412 and to report back
to the Security Council within one month;
4. Decides to guarantee the inviolability of the abovementioned international boundary and to take as
appropriate all necessary measures to that end in
accordance with the Charter of the United Nations;
B

5. Requests the Secretary"General, after consulting with Iraq
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and Kuwait, to submit within three days to the Security
Council for its approval of a plan for the immediate
deployment of a United Nations observer unit to monitor
the Khor Abdullah and a demilitarized zone, which is
hereby established, extending 10 kilometers into Iraq
and 5 kilometers into Kuwait from the boundary referred
to in the "Agreed Minutes Between the State of Kuwait
and Republic of Iraq Regarding the Restoration of
Friendly Relations, Recognition and Related Matters" of
October 4, 1963; to deter violations of the boundary
through its presence in and surveillance ofthe demilitarized
zone; to observe any hostile or potentially hostile action
mounted from the territory of one State to the other; and
for the Secretary-General to report regularly to the Security
Council on the operations of the unit, and immediately if
there are serious violations of the zone or potential
tllreats to peace;

6. Notes that as soon as the Secretary-General notifies the
Security Council of the completion of the deployment of
the United Nations observer unit, the conditions will be
established for the Member States cooperating with Kuwait
in accordance with Resolution 678 (1990) to bring their
military presence in Iraq to an end consistent with
Resolution 686 (1991);

c
7. Invites Iraq to reaffirm unconditionally its obligations
under the Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use
in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and
of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, Signed at Geneva
on June 17, 1925 and to ratify the Convention on the
Prohibition of the Development, Production and
Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin
Weapons and on Their Destruction, of April 10, 1972;
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8. Decides that Iraq shall uncondttionally accept the
destruction, removal, or rendering harmless, under
international supervision, of:

a) All chemical and biological weapons and all stocks of
agents and related subsystems and components and
all research, development, support and manufacturing
facilities;

9.
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hamlless, taking into account the requirements of
public safety, of all items specified under paragraph
8(a) above, including items at the additional locations
designated by the Special Commission under
paragraph 9(b) (i) above and the destruction by Iraq,
under supervision of the Special Commission, of all
its missile capabilities, including launchers, as specified
under paragraph 8(b) above;

b) All ballistic missiles with a range greater than 150
kilometres and related major parts, and repair and
production facilities;

(iii) the provision by the Special Commission of the
assistance and cooperation to the Director-General
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
required in paragraphs 12 and 13 below:

Decides, for the implementation of paragraph 8 above,
the following:

10. Decides that Iraq shall unconditionally undertake not to

a)

Iraq shall submit to the Secretary-General, within
fifteen days of the adoption of this resolution, a
declaration of the locations, amounts and types of all
items speCified in paragraph 8 and agree to urgent,
on-site inspection as specified below;
b) the Secretary-General, in consultation with the
appropriate Governments and, where appropriate,
with the Director-General of the World Health
Organization (WHO), within 45 days of the passage
of this resolution, shall develop, and submit to the
Council for approval, a plan calling for the completion
of the folloWing acts within 45 days of such approval:
(i) the forming of a Special Commission, which shall
carry out immediate on site inspection of Iraq's
biological, chemical and missile capabilities, based
on Iraq's declarations and the designation of any
additional locations by the Special Commission itself;
(ii) the yielding by Iraq of possessions to the Special
Commission for destruction, removal or rendering

use, develop, construct or acquire any of the items
specified in paragraphs 8 and 9 above and requests the
Secretary-General, in consultation with the Special
Commission, to develop a plan for the future ongoing
monitoring and and verification of Iraq's compliance
with this paragraph, to be submitted to the Council for
approval within 120 days of the passage of this resolution;
II. Invites Iraq to reaffirm unconditionally its obligations
under the Treaty on the Non-Proliferaiion of Nuclear
Weapons, ofJuly I, 1968;
12. Decides that Iraq shall unconditionally agree not to acquire
or develop nuclear weapons or nuclear-weapons-usable
material or any subsystems or components or any research,
development, support or manufacturing facilities related
to the above; to submit to the Secretary-General and the
Director-General of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) within 15 days of the adoption of this
resolution a declaration of the locations, amounts, and
types of all items specified above; to place all of its
nuclear-weapons-usable materials under the exclusive

,
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control, for custody and removal, of the IAEA, with the
assistance and cooperation of the Special Cornmission as
provided for in the plan of the Secretary-General discussed
in paragraph 9(b) above; to accept, in accordance with
the arrangements provided for in paragraph 13 below,
urgent on-site inspection and the destruction, removal, or
rendering harmless as appropriate of all items specified
above; and to accept the plan discussed in paragraph 13
below for the future ongoing monitoring and verification
of its compliance with these undertakings;
13. Requests the Director-General of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) through the Secretary-General,
with the assistance and cooperation of the Special
Commission as provided for in the plan of the SecretaryGeneral in paragraph 9(b) above, to carry out immediate
on-site inspection of Iraq's nuclear capabilities based on
Iraq's declarations and the designation of any additional
locations by the Special Commission; to develop a plan
for submission to the Security Council within 45 days
calling for the destruction, removal, or rendering harmless
as appropriate of all items listed in paragraph 12 above;
to carry out the plan within 45 days follOWing approval by
the Securtty Council; and to develop a plan, taking into
account the rights and obligations of Iraq under the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons of
July 1, 1968, for the future ongOing monitoring and
verification ofIraq's compliance with paragraph 12 above,
including an inventory of all nuclear material in Iraq
subject to the Aget;lcy's verification and inspections to
confirm that IAEA safeguards cover all relevaht l1Uclear
activities in Iraq, to be submitted to the Council for
approval within 120 days of the passage of this resolution;
14. Takes note that the actions to be taken by Iraq in paragraphs
8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of this resolution represent steps
towards the goal of establishing in the Middle East a zone
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free from weapons of mass destruction and all missiles for
their delivery and the objective of a global ban on
chemical weapons;
D
15. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security
Council on the steps taken to facilitate the return of all
Kuwaiti property seized by Iraq, including a list of any
property which Kuwait claims has not been returned or
which has not been returned intact;
E

16. Reaffirms that Iraq, without prejudice to the debts and
obligations of Iraq arising prior to August 2, 1990, which
will be addressed through the normal mechanisms, is
liable under international law for any direct loss, damage,
including environmental damage and the depletion of
natural resources, or injury to foreign Governments,
nationals and corporations, as a result of Iraq's unlawful
invasion and occupation of Kuwait;
17. Decides that all Iraqi statements made since August 2,
1990, repudiating its foreign debt, are null and void, and
demands that Iraq adhere scrupulously to all of its
obligations concerning servicing and repayment of its
foreign debt;
18. Decides also to create a Fund to pay compensation for
claims that fall within paragraph 16 above and to establish
a Commission that will administer the Fund;
19. Directs the Secretary-General to develop and present to
the Security Council for decision, no later than 30 days
following the adoption ofthis resolution, recommendations
for the Fund to meet the requirement for the payment of
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claims established in accordance with paragraph 18 above
and for a programme to implement the decisions in
paragraphs 16, 17 and 18 above, including: administration
of the Fund; mechanisms for determining the appropriate
level of Iraq's contribution to the Fund based on a
percentage of the value of the exports of petroleum and
petroleum products from Iraq not to exceed a figure to
be suggested to the Council by the Secretary-General,
taking into account the requirements of the people of
Iraq, Iraq's payment capacity as assessed in conjunction
with the international financial institutions taking into
consideration external debt service, and the needs of the
Iraqi economy; arrangements for ensuring that payments
are made to the Fund; the process by which funds will be
allocated and claims paid; appropriate procedures for
evaluating losses, listing claims and verifying their validity
and resolving disputed claims in respect ofIraq's liability
as specified in paragraph 16 above; and the composition
of the Commission designated above;
E

20. Decides, effective immediately, that the prohibitions against
the sale or supply to Iraq of commodities or products,
other than medicine and health supplies, and prohibitions
against financial transactions related thereto contained in
Resolution 661 (1990) shall not apply to foodstuffs notified
to the Security Council Committee established by
Resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between
Iraq and Kuwait or, with the approval of that Committee,
under the Simplified and accelerated "no-objection»
procedure, to materials and supplies for essential civilian
needs as identified in the report of the Secretary-General
dated March 20, 1991 (S;22366), and in any further
findings of humanitarian need by the Committee;
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21. Decides that the Security Council shall review the provisions
of paragraph 20 above every sixty days in light of the
policies and practices of the Government oflraq, including
il1e implementation of all relevant resolutions of the
Security Council, for the purpose of determining whether
to reduce or lift the prohibitions referred to therein;
22. Decides that upon the approval by the Council of the
programme called for in paragraph 19 above and upon
Council agreement that Iraq has completed all actions
contemplated in paragraphs 8,9, lO, II, 12 and 13 above,
the prohibitions against the import of commodities and
products originating in Iraq and the prohibitions against
financial transactions related thereto contained in
Resolution 661 (1990) shall have no further force or
effect;
23. Decides that, pending action by the Council under
paragraph 22 above, the Security Council Committee
established by Resolution 661 (1990) shall be empowered
to approve, when reqUired to assure adequate financial
resources on the part of Iraq to carry out the activities
under paragraph 20 above, exceptions to the prohibition
against the import of commodities and products originating
in Iraq,
24. Decides that, in accordance with Resolution 661 (1990)
and subsequent related resolutions and until a further
decision is taken by the Security Council, all States shall
continue to prevent the sale or supply, or promotion or
facilitation of such sale or supply, to Iraq by their nationals,
or from their territories or using their flag vessels Or
aircraft~

of :

(a) arms and related material of all types, specifically
including the sale or transfer through other means of
all forms of conventional military equipment, including
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28. Agrees to review its decisions in paragraphs 22, 23, 24 and
25 above, except for Ihe items specified and defined in
paragraphs 8 and 12 above, on a regular basis and in any
case 120 days following passage of Ihis resolution, taking
into account Iraq's compliance with this resolution and
general progress towards the control of armaments in Ihe

for paramilitary forces and spare parts and components
and their means of production, for such eqUipment;
(b) items specified and defined in paragraphs 8 and 12
above not otherwise covered above;
(c) technology under licensing or other transfer
arrangements used in the production, utilization or
stockpiling of items specified in sub-paragraphs (a)
and (b) above;

region;

29. Decides Ihat all States, including Iraq, shall take the
necessary measures to ensure that no claim shall lie at the
instance of the government of Iraq, or of any person Or
body in Iraq, or of any person claiming Ihrough or for Ihe
benefit of any such person or body, in connection with
any contract or other transaction where its performance
was affected by reason of the measures taken by Ihe
Security Council in Resolution 661 (1990) and related
resolutions;

(d) personnel or materials for training or technical support
services relating to the design, development,
manufaclure, use, maintenance or support of items

specified in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above;

25. Calls upon all States and international organizations to act
strictly in accordance with paragraph 24 above,
notwithstanding the existence of any contracts,

G

agreements, licences, or any other arrangements;

30. Decides that, in furtherance of its commitment to faCilitate
the repatriation of all Kuwaiti and third country nationals,
Iraq shall extend all necessary cooperation to the
International Committee of Ihe Red Cross, providing lists
of such persons, facilitating Ihe access of the International
Committee of the Red Cross to all such persons wherever
located or detained and facilitating the search by Ihe
International Committee of the Red Cross for those
Kuwaiti and third country nationals still unaccounted for;

26. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with
appropriate Governments, to develop within 60 days, for
approval of the Security Council, guidelines to facilitate
full international implementation of paragraphs 24 and
25 above and paragraph 27 below, and to make them
available to all States and to establish a procedure for
updating these guidelines periodically;
27. Calls upon all States to maintain such national controls
and procedures and to take such other actions consistent
with the guidelines to be established by the Security
Council under paragraph 26 above as may be necessary
to ensue compliance with the terms of paragraph 24
above, and calls upon international organizations to take
all appropriate steps to assist in ensuring such full
compliance;

II

31. Invites the International Committee of the Red Cross to
keep the Secretary-General appraised as appropriate of
all activities undertaken in connection with facilitating
the repatriation or return of all Kuwaiti and third country
nationals or their remains present in Iraq on or after
August 2, 1990;
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32. Requires Iraq to inform the Security Council that it will
not commit or support any act of international terrorism
or allow any organization directed towards commission
of such acts to operate within its territory and to condemn
unequivocally and renounce all acts, methods and
practices of terrorism;
33. Declares that, upon official notification by Iraq to the
Secretary-General and to the Security Council of its
acceptance of the provisions above, a formal cease-fire is
effective between Iraq and Kuwait and the Member
States cooperating with Kuwait in accordance with
Resolution 678 (1990);
34. Decides to remain seized of the matter and to take such
further steps as may be required for the implementation
of this resolution and to secure peace and security in the
area.

The Book
The cruel, sudden, unwarranted ~nd illegal attack by Iraq on
Kuwait on 2 August 1990 was the first serious challenge that the
United Nations faced since the collapse of the Soviet Union and
emergence of a new unipolar world. .....i·!tough the executive
organ of the United Nations, the Security Council, did respond
and sought to take several actions under the UN Oiarter against
Iraq for the vacation of the latter's aggression and occupation of
Kuwait, the adequacy, wisdom and legality of the Security
Council's actions have not been free from controv!'rsy. It is the
controversial role of the Security Council in the Gulf crisis, its
omissions and commissions, and their consequences for the future, which have been discussed in this book:.
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